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Prefae
The original inspiration and motivation for this thesis ame from [Sh96℄
an inexperiened author's attempt to write down in a short period of time
everything he knew and many things he did not understand, yet ontaining
a few new ideas. With all due respet for the author of [Sh96℄, I always felt
that I ould do better than that. Over many years of worksome of it on
mathematis, but muh more on a paid job as a software developperthe
original inspiration together with input from more reent researh by Alf
Onshuus and Itay Ben-Yaaov was gradually transformed into the present
dissertation.
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Introdution
Independene relations
1
generalise onepts suh as linear independene in
vetor spaes or transendene in elds to muh more general omplete the-
ories. (In an even more general ontext than overed in this thesis, they also
generalise orthogonality in Hilbert spaes and stohasti independene.)
More ompliated notions suh as orthogonality of types are built on top
of independene. Also, important dividing lines between theories are often
dened by means of additional axioms whih an independene relation may
or may not satisfy. Therefore the notion of independene relation is ertainly
among the most fundamental notions in stability theory. Independene rela-
tions satisfying ertain additional properties were studied in [Mak84℄, [HH84℄
and [KP97℄. An independene relation for o-minimal theories is more or less
expliit in [PS86℄ and in [Pil86℄. Reently all important independene re-
lations were unied by work of Thomas Sanlon, Alf Onshuus and Clifton
Ealy.
In this thesis I study independene relations in a systemati way. For
the purposes of this introdution let us say that a relation |⌣ is a pre-
independene relation if |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms for independene
relations as well as strong nite harater (f. Denitions 1.1 and 2.1). I gen-
eralise Saharon Shelah's idea of passing from dividing to forking as follows:
Whenever |⌣ , a andidate for being an independene relation, is in fat a
pre-independene relation, then |⌣
∗
, derived from |⌣ as in Denition 1.16, is
a better andidate in the sense that |⌣ = |⌣
∗
if |⌣ is already an indepen-
dene relation, and |⌣
∗
is always a pre-independene relation satisfying the
extension axiom. (Hene loal harater is the only axiom that need not hold
for |⌣
∗
.)
I show that Shelah-dividing independene |⌣
d
and M-dividing indepen-
dene |⌣
M
from [Sh96℄ are pre-independene relations. For ertain sets Ω of
pairs of formulas I also dene Ω-dividing |⌣
Ω
(Shelah-dividing loalised to Ω,
f. Denition 2.11) and show that it is a pre-independene relation. Ξ and
1
An independene relation is the same thing as a notion of independene as dened by
Kim and Pillay.
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Ξ
M
, two suh sets Ω, are dened in Denitions 2.9 and 2.35. I show that,
if |⌣
f
denotes Shelah-forking independene and |⌣
þ
denotes thorn-forking in-
dependene, we have |⌣
f = |⌣
d* = |⌣
Ξ∗
and |⌣
þ = |⌣
M*= |⌣
Ξ
M
∗
. Sine |⌣
M
and
|⌣
Ξ
M
have simpler denitions than thorn-dividing, this helps to understand
thorn-forking.
In the following I go into more detail and also desribe some other related
results.
M-dividing, and a simple denition of thorn-forking
M-dividing from [Sh96℄ is dened as follows: A |⌣
M
C
B holds i for all sets C ′
suh that C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ acl(BC) we have acl(AC ′)∩acl(BC ′) = aclC ′. Note that
with this denition we need to take are whether we evaluate algebrai losure
acl in T or in T eq. (The same is true for strong dividing and thorn-dividing,
but not for Shelah-dividing.) In [Sh96℄ it was observed that M-dividing is
losely related to `modular pairs' in the lattie of algebraially losed sets,
and that |⌣
M
as evaluated on the real elements of a pregeometri theory (e. g.,
strongly minimal or o-minimal) is the familiar notion of independene. Here
I ontinue the study of M-dividing by proving:
• |⌣
M
is an independene relation i |⌣
M
is symmetri. (This answers a
question impliit in [Sh96℄.)
• Thorn-forking is the notion of forking orresponding to M-dividing, i. e.,
|⌣
þ = |⌣
M*
.
• If there is an independene relation |⌣ for T
eq
satisfying the ondi-
tion a |⌣C a =⇒ a ∈ acl
eqC, then T is rosy and |⌣
þ
is the oarsest
independene relation for T eq satisfying this ondition.
The last result is dual to the situation with Shelah-forking, whih, in a simple
theory, is the nest independene relation.
Thorn-forking via loalised Shelah-dividing
Forking is traditionally dened via loal dividing, i. e., dividing of formulas.
The notion of k-dividing of a formula as it appears in Byunghan Kim's treat-
ment of simple theories an be seen as a more thorough loalisation. In the
same sense, dividing of a formula ϕ with respet to a k-inonsisteny witness
ψ for ϕ (introdued by Itay Ben-Yaaov) is even more radially loal.
Bak-porting some of Ben-Yaaov's ideas into the elementary ontext, I
examine generalised loal dividing with respet to a set Ω of `inonsisteny
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pairs' (ϕ, ψ) where ψ is an inonsisteny witness for ϕ. The only interesting
ases I know are Ω = Ξ (the set of all inonsisteny pairs) and Ω = Ξ
M
as
dened in Denition 2.35. In the seond hapter I show:
• |⌣
Ξ = |⌣
d
, hene |⌣
Ξ∗ = |⌣
f
, so Shelah-forking is a speial ase of Ω-
forking.
• |⌣
Ξ
M
∗= |⌣
þ
, so thorn-forking is a speial ase of Ω-forking.
I also dene loal D∆-ranks of types for nite ∆ ⊆ Ω, isolate two tehnial
onditions whih Ω may satisfy (`transitivity' and `normality') and prove:
• Ξ and Ξ
M
are transitive and normal.
• If Ω is transitive and normal, then |⌣
Ω
is a pre-independene relation.
• If Ω is transitive and normal and all D∆-ranks are nite, then a¯ |⌣
Ω∗
C
B
holds i D∆(a¯/BC) = D∆(a¯/C).
Kernels and anonial bases
The weak anonial base of a type over an algebraially losed set is the
smallest algebraially losed subset over whih the type is free. In the third
hapter I show that this onept is losely related to thorn-forking:
• If an independene relation (satisfying the anti-reexivity ondition
a |⌣C a =⇒ a ∈ aclC) has weak anonial bases, then it is thorn-
forking independene.
As important tools for studying (weak) anonial bases I dene the kernel and
the algebrai kernel of a sequene of indisernibles: The (algebrai) kernel
of an innite sequene of indisernibles is the greatest subset of its denable
(resp. algebrai) losure over whih it is still indisernible. I show:
• Every innite sequene of indisernibles has a kernel and an algebrai
kernel, and they are invariant under `ollinearity.'
• For |⌣
þ
to have weak anonial bases the following ondition is suient:
A |⌣
þ
C1
B, A |⌣
þ
C2
B and C1, C2 ⊆ B together imply A |⌣
þ
aclC1∩aclC2
B.
• If |⌣
þ
has weak anonial bases, then the weak anonial base of a
type an be omputed as the algebrai kernel of an arbitrary Morley
sequene.
3
• In a stable theory the anonial base of a stationary type an be om-
puted as the kernel of its Morley sequene. In simple theories the
situation is slightly more ompliated.
• If a sequene of indisernibles has a anonial base in the sense of
Buehler, then the anonial base oinides with the kernel.
Some old results
The author of [Sh96℄ never formally published his results. Some of them
are generalised in Chapter 3 or treated in exerises. I feel that two of them
should be mentioned here:
• Let T be a simple theory and let T ′ be a redut of T that has elimination
of hyperimaginaries. If C = acleq C in T and A |⌣C B holds in T , then
A |⌣C B holds in T
′
(Exerise 3.5).
• Let T be a simple theory with elimination of hyperimaginaries. T is
1-based i the lattie of algebraially losed sets is modular (Exer-
ise 3.29).
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Preliminaries
Readers are assumed to be aquainted with the ulture of stability theory.
It should be no surprise to them that we work in a big saturated model of
a omplete onsistent theory. That we ompute denable losure dcl and
algebrai losure acl either by means of denable or algebrai formulas, or,
equivalently, by means of automorphisms of the big model. That we work
with many-sorted theories, suh as T eq, whenever we feel like it. And that
we work with indisernible sequenes, whih are always impliitly assumed
to be innite.
It should not be hard to learn these things from the rst pages of a book
like [Pil96℄.
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Chapter 1
Abstrat independene
In this hapter an axiomati treatment of independene relations for a om-
plete onsistent rst-order theory is presented. Some properties of forking
and thorn-forking are proved in this ontext. Thorn-forking is dened in a
new wayvia M-dividing, a new notion introdued in Setion 1.5.
While the geometri theory of forking is usually based on a ombinato-
rial foundation, we will see that a geometri treatment is possible from the
beginning. This approah is faster and probably more omprehensible than
the usual ombinatorial one, but we get slightly weaker results. We will im-
prove them in the next hapter by means of the usual, more ombinatorial,
methods.
The exposition in this hapter is self-ontained apart from the general
ultural bakground of stability theory: Exept in the notes at the end of
eah setion, no other knowledge from stability theory is assumed. Tuples
of elements (a¯, b¯, c¯, . . . ) or of variables (x¯, y¯, z¯, . . . ) are allowed to be innite
unless mentioned otherwise. When a formula is written ϕ(x¯) it means that
eah of its free variables appears in the (possibly innite) tuple x¯. There is
an endless supply of formal variables that we an use in types. S∗(B) denotes
the lass of omplete types over B in arbitrarily long sequenes of variables.
I write AB for A ∪ B, and for any tuple a¯ = (a0, a1, . . . , ) I will abuse
notation by writing a¯ for the set {a0, a1, . . . , } as well. A ≡B A
′
means that
there is an automorphism of the big models that xes B pointwise and maps
the set A to the set A′. a¯ ≡B a¯
′
means that there is an automorphism xing
B pointwise and mapping the tuple a¯ to the tuple a¯′. (A,B) ≡C (A
′, B′)
means that there is an automorphism xing C pointwise that maps A to A′
and B to B′.
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1.1 Just a bunh of silly axioms?
We will all a ternary relation |⌣ between (small) subsets of the big model
an independene relation if it satises the axioms of the following denition:
Denition 1.1. The following are the axioms for independene relations:
(invariane)
If A |⌣C B and (A
′, B′, C ′)≡(A,B,C), then A′ |⌣C′ B
′
.
(monotoniity)
If A |⌣C B, A
′ ⊆ A and B′ ⊆ B, then A′ |⌣C B
′
.
(base monotoniity)
Suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B. If A |⌣D B, then A |⌣C B.
(transitivity)
Suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B. If B |⌣C A and C |⌣D A, then B |⌣D A.
(normality)
A |⌣C B implies AC |⌣C B.
(extension)
If A |⌣C B and Bˆ ⊇ B, then there is A
′≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣C Bˆ.
(Equivalently, by invariane, there is Bˆ′≡BC Bˆ suh that A |⌣C Bˆ
′
.)
(nite harater)
If A0 |⌣C B for all nite A0 ⊆ A, then A |⌣C B.
(loal harater)
For every A there is a ardinal κ(A) with the following property:
For any set B there is a subset C ⊆ B of ardinality |C| < κ(A) suh
that A |⌣C B.
Denition 1.2. An independene relation is strit if it also satises the
following axiom:
(anti-reexivity)
a |⌣B a implies a ∈ aclB.
For a rst example, we need look no further than the oarsest
1
relation of
all: the trivial relation that holds for all triples. It satises all of the above
1
Generalising ommon usage for equivalene relations and topologies, we say that a
relation |⌣ is ner than |⌣
′
, and |⌣
′
oarser than |⌣ , if A |⌣C B implies A |⌣
′
C
B.
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axioms exept anti-reexivity. So the trivial relation is always a (non-strit)
independene relation.
In pratie, when I say `by transitivity' I will often mean the following
stronger property (or a variant thereof):
Remark 1.3. Let |⌣ be a relation satisfying monotoniity, transitivity and
normality. Then B |⌣CD A and C |⌣D A together imply BC |⌣D A.
Proof. If B |⌣CD A and C |⌣D A, then BCD |⌣CD A and CD |⌣D A by nor-
mality. Hene BCD |⌣D A by transitivity, so BC |⌣D A by monotoni-
ity.
Example 1.4. (Everywhere innite forest)
Let T be the theory, in a signature with one binary relation E, of a non-empty
undireted tree that branhes innitely in every node. Then T is omplete,
and the models of T are preisely the non-empty forests that branh innitely
in every node. In this theory, aclA is the set of all nodes that lie on a path
between two elements of A.
Consider the following relation:
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ every path from A to B meets aclC.
It is easy to see that A |⌣C B implies AC |⌣C B and aclA |⌣C B. Using this,
it is not hard to hek that |⌣ is a strit independene relation. The details
are left to the reader as an exerise (Exerise 1.8).
If we look for more general strit independene relations with Exerise 1.7
in mind, we will tend to nd oarse strit independene relations suh as
thorn-forking. In the next setion we will introdue Morley sequenes. These
will motivate us to try another approah that will lead us to ne strit
independene relations suh as Shelah-forking.
But rst we observe that A |⌣C B ⇐⇒ B |⌣C A holds both for |⌣
a
from
Exerise 1.7 below and for |⌣ from Example 1.4. In the next setion we will
examine whether this is an aident.
Exerises
Solutions for all exerises an be found in the appendix in Setion A.2.
Exerise 1.5. (relations between the axioms, existene and symmetry)
Consider the following additional properties whih a relation |⌣ may satisfy:
(existene) For any A, B and C there is A′≡C A suh that A
′ |⌣C B.
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(symmetry) A |⌣C B ⇐⇒ B |⌣C A
(i) Any relation that satises invariane, extension and symmetry also satises
normality.
(ii) Any relation that satises invariane, extension and loal harater also
satises existene.
(iii) Any relation that satises invariane, monotoniity, transitivity, normality,
existene and symmetry also satises extension.
Exerise 1.6. (loal harater)
(i) Suppose the relation |⌣ satises invariane and the existene ondition from
Exerise 1.5. Let κ(A) = (|T |+ |A|)+. For any sets A and B there is C1 ⊆ B suh
that A |⌣C1
B and also a set C2 suh that |C2| ≤ κ(A) and A |⌣C2
B.
(ii) Suppose |⌣ is an independene relation. Let A be a set of nite subsets of
the big model suh that for every nite subset A of the big model there is A′ ∈ A
suh that A ≡ A′. Let κ = supA∈A κ(A). Show that for any sets A and B there is
C ⊆ B suh that |C| < κ+ |A|+ and A |⌣C B.
Exerise 1.7. (modularity and distributivity)
Consider the following relation:
A |⌣
a
C
B ⇐⇒ acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) = aclC.
(i) The relation |⌣
a
satises the existene ondition from Exerise 1.5 (hard).
(ii) The relation |⌣
a
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
base monotoniity.
(iii) The relation |⌣
a
satises base monotoniity (and is a strit independene
relation) i the lattie of algebraially losed subsets of the big model is modular,
i. e., whenever A,B,C are algebraially losed sets suh that B ⊇ C, the equation
B ∩ acl(AC) = acl((B ∩A)C) holds.
(iv) An independene relation is perfetly trivial if A |⌣C B implies A |⌣C′ B
for all C ′ ⊇ C. Suppose |⌣
a
is an independene relation. Show that |⌣
a
is a perfetly
trivial independene relation if and only if the lattie of algebraially losed sets is
distributive, i. e., acl((A ∩ B)C) = acl((A ∩ C)(B ∩ C)) holds for all algebraially
losed sets A, B and C.
Exerise 1.8.
For Example 1.4, hek that A |⌣C B implies aclA |⌣C B and that |⌣ is a
strit independene relation.
Notes
The symbol ` |⌣ ' was rst used for independene by Mihael Makkai in [Mak84℄,
but the symbol ⊥ was used in a similar ontext in lattie theory muh earlier.2
2
If we apply the denition of A ⊥ B from [Neu60℄, a book based on John von Neumann's
work on lattie theory in the 1930s, to the lattie of algebraially losed sets it means
8
A possible pronuniation of |⌣ is `anhor'.
Independene is often expressed using another notation that is equivalent to
the |⌣ notation: For C ⊆ B and omplete types p(x¯) ∈ S(C) and q(x¯) ∈ S(B),
write p ⊑ q if p ⊆ q and a¯ |⌣C B, where a¯ realises q. An axiomati haraterisation
of (lassial) forking independene in a stable theory in terms of suh a relation
was disovered by Vitor Harnik and Leo A. Harrington [HH84℄. The next big
break-through in this diretion was the ore result of Byunghan Kim's disserta-
tion [Kim96℄ (see also [KP97℄): an axiomati haraterisation of (Shelah-)forking
independene in a simple theory.
The terms `independene relation' and `notion of independene' are not (yet)
standardised. Some authors inlude ertain axioms of varying strength (bounded-
ness or the amalgamation property) that make sure that if there is an independene
relation at all, then it is unique and oinides with lassial forking independene
(and the theory is stable or simple, respetively). Apart from that, the axiomati
systems are usually equivalent to the system of Denition 1.1.
Some axioms appear in a slightly unusual form here. The transitivity axiom
from [Mak84℄, for instane, was dualised (A on the right-hand side) and separated
into transitivity and normality. (The term `normality' is new.) Many authors use
another variant sometimes alled `full transitivity'. The terminology around exten-
sion and existene is also far from unied. This probably dates bak to [Mak84℄,
where `existene' ombines existene and extension into one axiom. Loal harater
was strengthened so it is more useful when we do not have nite harater.
For Example 1.4 f. the note to Example 2.40 below. Exerise 1.7 is from
[Sh96℄; the denition of |⌣
a
was inspired by [Low94℄. Exerise 1.5 presents three
easy relations that hold between the axioms of independene relations and existene
and symmetry. Proving a fourth relation is the main objet of the next setion,
while the fat that these are the only relations is the subjet of Setion 1.6.
1.2 Morley sequenes and symmetry
We now prove that every independene relation is symmetri. But we need
some preparations rst.
Proposition 1.9. Let |⌣ be an independene relation.
If A |⌣D BC and B |⌣D C, then AB |⌣D C.
Atually, it is suient that |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms.
Proof. A |⌣D BC implies A |⌣DBCD by extension and invariane, hene
A |⌣BD BCD by base monotoniity, hene A |⌣BD C by monotoniity. Com-
A |⌣
a
∅
B. Note that the the original ontext was a very speial type of latties whih were,
in partiular, modular. (A,B) ⊥ in [Wil39℄, when translated in the same way, means
A |⌣
M
∅
B, f. Denition 1.26.
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bining this with B |⌣D C, we get AB |⌣D C by transitivity (i. e., by mono-
toniity, transitivity, normality and Remark 1.3).
Denition 1.10. Let |⌣ be a ternary relation.
A |⌣ -Morley sequene in a type p(x¯) ∈ S
∗(B) over a set C ⊆ B is a sequene
of B-indisernibles (a¯i)i<ω suh that (a¯i)i<n |⌣C a¯n for every n < ω, and
every a¯i realises p(x¯).
A |⌣ -Morley sequene for a omplete type p(x¯) ∈ S
∗(B) is a |⌣-Morley
sequene in p(x¯) over B.
Reall our onvention that tuples may be innite. In most ases just a
onveniene, this is ruial in this setion and the next one. The following
onsequene of the Erd®s-Rado theorem is proved in [BY03a, Lemma 1.2℄ in
the more general ontext of ompat abstrat theories (ats):
Fat 1.11. (Extrating a sequene of indisernibles)
Let B be a set of parameters and κ a ardinal. Then for any sequene
(a¯i)i<i
(2|T |+|B|+κ)+
onsisting of sequenes of length |a¯i| = κ there is a B-
indisernible sequene (a¯′j)j<ω with the following property:
For every k < ω there are i0 < i1 < . . . < ik < κ suh that a¯i0 , a¯i1, . . . , a¯ik ≡B
a¯′0, a¯
′
1, . . . , a¯
′
k.
Proposition 1.12. Suppose |⌣ is an independene relation and a¯ |⌣C B.
Then there is a Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C.
Atually, it is suient that |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms and extension.
Proof. Let a¯0 = a¯. We hoose a very big ardinal κ and use extension and
transnite indution to onstrut a sequene (a¯i)i<κ satisfying a¯α≡BC a¯0 and
a¯α |⌣C(a¯i)i<α for all α < κ. If κ has been hosen suiently big, we an
extrat a sequene of BC-indisernibles (a¯′i)i<ω suh that for every n < ω
there are indies α0, . . . , αn suh that a¯
′
0 . . . a¯
′
n≡BC a¯α0 . . . a¯αn . Note that
a¯′n |⌣C(a¯
′
i)i<n by monotoniity and invariane.
By ompatness we an `invert' the sequene (a¯′i)i<ω, i. e., nd a new
sequene (a¯′′i )i<ω suh that a¯
′′
0 . . . a¯
′′
n≡BC a¯
′
n . . . a¯
′
0 holds for every n < ω. In
partiular, the new sequene is also indisernible over BC. This new sequene
satises a¯′′0 |⌣C(a¯
′′
i )0<i<n for all n < ω. Hene (a¯
′′
i )i<n |⌣C a¯n for all n < ω by
repeated use of Proposition 1.9.
Thus (a¯′′i )i<ω is a Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C.
Proposition 1.13. Suppose |⌣ is an independene relation and there is a
Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C. Then B |⌣C a¯.
Atually, it is suient that |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms, nite harater
and loal harater.
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Proof. Let (a¯i)i<ω be a Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C.
Let κ be a regular ardinal number that is greater than or equal to κ(B)
as in the loal harater axiom. By ompatness we an extend the sequene
(a¯i)i<ω to obtain a BC-indisernible sequene (a¯i)i<κ. Using nite harater,
we see that (a¯i)i<α |⌣C a¯α for eah α < κ.
By loal harater there is a set D ⊆ C(a¯i)i<κ of ardinality |D| < κ
suh that B |⌣D C(a¯i)i<κ. By regularity of κ there is an index α < κ suh
that already D ⊆ C(a¯i)i<α. Thus, by base monotoniity and monotoniity,
B |⌣C(a¯i)i<α
a¯α.
Combining the results of the last two paragraphs using transitivity (a-
tually, Remark 1.3 and monotoniity), we get B |⌣C a¯α. Sine a¯α≡BC a¯ this
implies B |⌣C a¯ by invariane.
For later use I have arefully noted whih axioms were atually needed
to prove Propositions 1.12 and 1.13. For our immediate use of them in this
setion it would not have been neessary:
Theorem 1.14. Every independene relation |⌣ is symmetri:
For any A, B and C, A |⌣C B i B |⌣C A.
Proof. If a¯ |⌣C B, then there is a Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C by
Proposition 1.12. Hene B |⌣C a¯ by Proposition 1.13.
From now on we may use symmetry impliitly when working with an
independene relation. For the rest of this hapter, however, we fous on
nding independene relations.
Example 1.15. (A theory with no strit independene relation)
Consider the following two-sorted theory T0: T0 has two sorts P and E, the
elements of whih are alled `points' and `equivalene relations', and a single
ternary relation ∼ ⊆ P × P × E written as p ∼e q. The axioms of T0 say
that ∼e is an equivalene relation on the points for every e ∈ E.
Clearly every substruture of a model of T0 is again a model of T0. The
signature of T0 is nite and relational. Moreover, the lass of nite models of
T0 satises the joint embedding property and the amalgamation property. So
by [Hod93, Theorem 7.4.1℄ T0 has a Fraïssé limit T
∗
whih is ω-ategorial,
has quantier elimination, and whose nite submodels are preisely the nite
models of T ∗0 .
Sine aclA = A for all sets, A |⌣C B ⇐⇒ A ∩ B ⊆ C denes a strit
independene relation for T . But there is no strit independene relation
for T eq:
Suppose |⌣ is an independene relation for T
eq
. Let a0 ∈ P be a single
point, and let (ai)i<ω be a Morley sequene for tp(a0/∅). Let e ∈ E be an
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equivalene relation suh that ai ∼e aj for any i, j < ω. Then (ai)i<ω is
indisernible over e.
Note that (a2ia2i+1)i<ω is a Morley sequene for tp(a0a1/∅) and is also
indisernible over e. By Proposition 1.13, e |⌣ ∅ a0a1 holds, so by base mono-
toniity, e |⌣a0
a1. On the other hand, a0 |⌣ ∅ a1 also holds. Applying tran-
sitivity we get a0e |⌣ ∅ a1. Using symmetry and base monotoniity, we get
a0 |⌣ e a1.
But the equivalene lass c of a0 and a1 under ∼e is (an element of T
eq
and) denable both over a0e and over a1e. So c |⌣ e c. Sine c is learly
not algebrai over e this ontradits anti-reexivity. So |⌣ is not a strit
independene relation for T eq.
Notes
While the terms and tehniques used in this setion are not new, the spei
treatment of abstrat independene, and Theorem 1.14 in partiular, seems to be
new. One you have the right set of axioms, it is somewhat impliit in the work of
Byunghan Kim. I rst met the tehnique of Proposition 1.13 in [Kim96℄.
Theorem 1.14 is made possible by the fat that transitivity is postulated on
the left-hand side in Denition 1.1. With the usual transitivity axiom (on the
right-hand side, i.e.: A |⌣C B and A |⌣D C implies A |⌣D B for D ⊆ C ⊆ B),
Theorem 1.14 would not hold. That is why symmetry is traditionally inluded
as an axiom for independene relations. This point is usually obsured by authors
who ombine monotoniity, base monotoniity and right-hand side transitivity into
an axiom alled `full transitivity'. I was set on the right trak by [BY03a, Corollary
1.9℄.
Example 1.15 was suggested to me by Martin Ziegler.
1.3 A theorem on abstrat forking
We now show that, in a ertain sense, the extension axiom omes free.
Denition 1.16. For any invariant relation |⌣ we dene a new relation |⌣
∗
as follows:
A |⌣
∗
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for all Bˆ ⊇ B there is A′ ≡
BC
A s.t. A′ |⌣
C
Bˆ
)
.
Note that A |⌣
∗
C
B implies A |⌣C B. Also, |⌣ = |⌣
∗
i |⌣ satises the
extension axiom. In analogy to the lassial situation one might all |⌣
∗
the
notion of forking derived from the abstrat notion of dividing given by |⌣ .
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If |⌣ already satises some of the axioms for independene relations,
then there annot be muh harm (possibly losing nite harater and loal
harater) in passing from |⌣ to |⌣
∗
, but we get extension free:
Lemma 1.17.
If |⌣ is a relation satisfying invariane and montoniity, then |⌣
∗
satises
invariane, monotoniity and extension. If, moreover, |⌣ satises one of the
following axioms and properties, then |⌣
∗
also satises it: base monotoniity,
transitivity, normality, anti-reexivity, existene.
Proof. Invariane of |⌣
∗
is obvious.
Monotoniity: Suppose A |⌣
∗
C
B, A0 ⊆ A and B0 ⊆ B. Then for all
Bˆ ⊇ B there is A′≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣C BˆC. Let A
′
0 ⊆ A
′
orrespond to
A0 ⊆ A. Then learly A
′
0≡B0C A0 and A
′
0 |⌣C Bˆ. Thus A0 |⌣
∗
C
B0 holds.
Extension: Suppose a¯ |⌣
∗
C
B, where a¯ is a possibly innite tuple, and let
Bˆ ⊇ B be any superset of B.
We rst laim that there is a type p(x¯) ∈ S∗(BˆC), extending tp(a¯/BC),
suh that for all ardinals κ there is a κ-saturated model M ⊇ BˆC and
a¯′ |= p(x¯) suh that a¯′ |⌣C M .
If not, then for eah p(x¯) ∈ S∗(BˆC) extending tp(a¯/BC) there is a ar-
dinal κ(p) suh that for no κ(p)-saturated model M ⊇ BˆC is there a tuple
a¯′ |= p satisfying a¯′ |⌣C M . Let κ be the supremum of the ardinals κ(p), and
let M ⊇ BˆC be κ-saturated. Then there is no a¯′≡BC a¯ suh that a¯
′ |⌣CM .
So we have found a ontradition to the denition of |⌣
∗
and thereby proved
our laim.
Now hoose a¯′ |= p(x¯), where p(x¯) is as in the laim. Then learly
a¯′≡BC a¯, and a¯
′ |⌣
∗
C
Bˆ by monotoniity of |⌣ .
Base monotoniity: Suppose A |⌣
∗
C
B and C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ B. So for any
Bˆ ⊇ B there is A′≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣C BˆC. Base monotoniity of |⌣
yields A′ |⌣C′ BˆC, so A
′ |⌣C′ Bˆ by monotoniity of |⌣ . Thus A |⌣
∗
C′
B.
Transitivity: Here we work with an alternative denition of |⌣
∗
, whih is
equivalent to Denition 1.16 by invariane of |⌣ :
A |⌣
∗
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for all Bˆ ⊇ B there is Bˆ′ ≡
BC
Bˆ s.t. A |⌣
C
Bˆ′
)
.
So suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B, B |⌣
∗
C
A and C |⌣
∗
D
A hold, and Aˆ ⊇ A. We
need to show that B |⌣D Aˆ
∗
for some Aˆ∗≡AD Aˆ.
Let Aˆ′≡AD Aˆ be suh that C |⌣D Aˆ
′
, and let Aˆ∗≡AC Aˆ
′
be suh that
B |⌣C Aˆ
∗
. Note that Aˆ∗≡AD Aˆ and C |⌣D Aˆ
∗
. By transitivity of |⌣ we get
B |⌣D Aˆ
∗
.
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Normality: Suppose A |⌣
∗
C
B and Bˆ ⊇ B. Let A′ ≡BC A be suh that
A′ |⌣C Bˆ. Then also A
′C |⌣C Bˆ by normality of |⌣ .
Anti-reexivity: Trivial, sine A |⌣
∗
C
B implies A |⌣C B.
Existene: Suppose we are given A,B,C. Sine |⌣ satises existene by
assumption, we have A |⌣
∗
C
∅. Sine |⌣
∗
satises extension there is A′ ≡C A
suh that A′ |⌣
∗
C
B.
Theorem 1.18. Suppose |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms for independene
relations and also nite harater. Suppose |⌣
∗
, derived from |⌣ as in De-
nition 1.16, has loal harater. Then |⌣
∗
is an independene relation.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.17 that |⌣
∗
satises the rst ve axioms and
extension. As loal harater holds by assumption, we need only prove that
|⌣
∗
satises nite harater. We will prove some other fats on our way.
First note that |⌣
∗
satises the onditions of Proposition 1.12.
Then note that A |⌣
∗
C
B implies A |⌣C B. Hene |⌣ also has loal har-
ater, and therefore |⌣ satises the onditions of Proposition 1.13.
Using the two propositions we an show that A |⌣
∗
C
B implies B |⌣C A: If
a¯ |⌣
∗
C
B, there is a |⌣
∗
-Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C. This sequene
is also a |⌣ -Morley sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C, hene B |⌣C a¯.
It follows that A |⌣
∗
C
B implies B |⌣
∗
C
A: Suppose A |⌣
∗
C
B and Aˆ ⊇
A. Sine Aˆ |⌣
∗
AC
AC by loal harater and base monotoniity, we an use
extension to nd Aˆ′ ≡AC Aˆ suh that Aˆ
′ |⌣
∗
AC
ABC, hene Aˆ′ |⌣
∗
AC
B by
monotoniity. Combining this with A |⌣
∗
C
B, we get Aˆ′ |⌣
∗
C
B by transitivity.
This implies B |⌣C Aˆ. Thus B |⌣
∗
C
A.
Now we an prove that |⌣
∗
has nite harater. Suppose a¯ |⌣
∗
C
B holds
for all nite a¯ ∈ A. We need to show that A |⌣
∗
C
B. So suppose Bˆ ⊇ B.
Sine A |⌣
∗
BC
BC by loal harater and base monotoniity, we an obtain
A′ ≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣
∗
BC
Bˆ using existene and monotoniity. By in-
variane, there is also Bˆ′ ≡BC Bˆ suh that A |⌣
∗
BC
Bˆ′. It sues to show
that A |⌣C Bˆ
′
. For every nite a¯ ∈ A we have a¯ |⌣
∗
C
B by assumption, and
a¯ |⌣
∗
BC
Bˆ′ by A |⌣
∗
BC
Bˆ′ and monotoniity. Sine |⌣
∗
is symmetri we an
ombine these results using transitivity on the right-hand side. Thus we get
a¯ |⌣
∗
C
Bˆ′ for all nite a¯ ∈ A. Hene a¯ |⌣C Bˆ
′
for all nite a¯ ∈ A. Sine |⌣
has nite harater, this implies A |⌣C Bˆ
′
.
Notes
The traditional way to dene independene in stability theory is by rst dening a
notion of `dividing' and then deriving a notion of `forking'. Both steps are usually
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Figure 1.1: An attempt to illustrate the denition of |⌣
d
.
done with referene to individual formulas. While I have not seen Denition 1.16 in
this form before (exept for speial ases in [Sh96℄), it merely makes the step from
dividing to forking expliit, while expressing it in semanti rather than syntati
terms. Thus it generalises the relation between lassial dividing and lassial
forking and between thorn-dividing and thorn-forking.
Theorem 1.18 was probably not stated in this generality before. One reason is
the fat that the loal harater axiom in its strong form (no niteness ondition on
A) is needed to get A |⌣
∗
B
B for all A, B from loal harater and base monotoniity.
The proof of nite harater in Theorem 1.18 is a bit ontrived. Note that in
Chapter 2 (Lemma 2.2) we will prove a shortut for it in ase |⌣ atually has
strong nite harater.
1.4 A theorem on Shelah-forking
Denition 1.19. The relation |⌣
d
(Shelah-dividing independene) is dened
by
A |⌣
d
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for any sequene of C-indisernibles (b¯i)i<ω s. t. b¯0 ∈ BC:
∃ A′≡BC A s. t. the sequene is A
′C-indisernible
)
.
The relation |⌣
f
(Shelah-forking independene) is dened by |⌣
f = |⌣
d∗
, i.e.:
A |⌣
f
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for all Bˆ ⊇ B there is A′ ≡
BC
A s.t. A′ |⌣
d
C
Bˆ
)
.
These denitions are equivalent to dividing and forking as they were origi-
nally dened by Saharon Shelah to study stable theories (f. Exerise 1.24
below). The denition of |⌣
d
an be seen as motivated by the following re-
mark:
Remark 1.20.
If |⌣ is any independene relation, then A |⌣
d
C
B implies A |⌣C B.
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Proof. Suppose A |⌣
d
C
b¯. Let (b¯i)i<ω be a |⌣ -Morley sequene for tp(b¯/C).
This exists by Proposition 1.12, sine b¯ |⌣C C. We may assume that b¯0 = b¯.
Sine A |⌣
d
C
b¯ there is A′ ≡b¯C A suh that the sequene (b¯i)i<ω is A
′C-indis-
ernible. By Proposition 1.13, it now follows that A |⌣C b¯.
Of ourse this remark implies that |⌣
d = |⌣
f
whenever |⌣
f
is an indepen-
dene relation. But we still need |⌣
f
for tehnial reasons.
Denition 1.21. A omplete onsistent rst-order theory T is simple if |⌣
f
is an independene relation for T .
We will see in Chapter 2 that T is simple i T eq is simple.
Lemma 1.22. The relation |⌣
d
of Shelah-dividing independene always sat-
ises the rst ve axioms for independene relations and nite harater. It
also satises anti-reexivity.
Proof. Invariane and monotoniity are obvious.
Base monotoniity: Suppose A |⌣
d
C
B and C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ B. Let (b¯i)i<ω be a
sequene of C ′-indisernibles with b¯0 ∈ B = BC. Let c¯
′
be an enumeration of
C ′. Then also b¯0c¯
′ ∈ BC, and the sequene (b¯ic¯
′)i<ω is also C-indisernible.
Hene there is A′≡b¯0c¯′ A suh that (b¯ic¯
′)i<ω is A
′C-indisernible. Thus (b¯i)i<ω
is A′C ′-indisernible.
Transitivity: Suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B, B |⌣
d
C
A and C |⌣
d
D
A. Let (a¯i)i<ω
be any sequene of D-indisernibles with a¯0 ∈ AD.
By C |⌣
d
D
A there is C ′≡AD C suh that the sequene (a¯i)i<ω is indis-
ernible over C ′. Choose any set B′ suh that (B′, C ′)≡AD(B,C). Then
B′ |⌣
d
C′
A holds by invariane. Hene there is B′′≡AC′ B
′
suh that the se-
quene is B′′-indisernible. And really, B′′≡ADB.
Normality: Suppose A |⌣
d
C
B. Let (b¯i)i<ω be a sequene of C-indis-
ernibles suh that b¯0 ∈ BC. By denition there is A
′ ≡BC A suh that
the sequene is A′C-indisernible. But then also A′C ≡BC AC.
Finite harater: Let a¯ be a possibly innite tuple s. t. a¯ 6 |⌣
d
C
B. Let
p(x¯) = tp(a¯/BC). Then there is a sequene (b¯i)i<ω with b¯0 ∈ BC suh that
the type extending p(x¯) and the theory of the big model with onstants for
BC(b¯i)i<ω and expressing that (b¯i)i<ω is a¯C-indisernible is inonsistent. By
ompatness, a nite sub-tuple a¯0 of a¯ is suient for this, so a¯0 6 |⌣
d
C
B.
For anti-reexivity suppose a 6∈ aclB. Then there is a B-indisernible
sequene (ai)i<ω of distint elements, with a0 = a. This sequene witnesses
that a 6 |⌣
d
B
a.
Theorem 1.23. A theory T is simple if and only if |⌣
f
has loal harater.
If T is simple, |⌣
f = |⌣
d
, and this is the nest independene relation for T .
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Proof. For the equivalene, just apply Theorem 1.18 to |⌣
d
. Now suppose T
is simple. While A |⌣
f
C
B always implies A |⌣
d
C
B, the onverse is true by
Remark 1.20. Hene |⌣
f = |⌣
d
. Sine |⌣
f
is an independene relation and |⌣
d
is ner than every independene relation by Remark 1.20, |⌣
f = |⌣
d
is the
nest.
Exerises
Exerise 1.24. (dividing and forking of formulas)
A formula ϕ(x¯; b¯) divides over a set C if there is a nite number k < ω and
a sequene (b¯i)i<ω suh that b¯i ≡C b¯ holds for all i < ω and {ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < ω} is
k-inonsistent. A formula forks over C if it implies a nite disjuntion of formulas
that divide over C.
(i) a¯ |⌣
d
C
B i there is a tuple b¯ ∈ BC and a formula ϕ(x¯; y¯) without parameters
suh that |= ϕ(a¯; b¯) holds and ϕ(x¯; b¯) divides over C.
(ii) a¯ |⌣
f
C
B i there is a tuple b¯ ∈ BC and a formula ϕ(x¯; y¯) without parameters
suh that |= ϕ(a¯; b¯) holds and ϕ(x¯; b¯) forks over C.
(iii) For simple T , a formula ϕ(x¯; b¯) forks over a set C if and only if ϕ(x¯; b¯)
divides over C.
Exerise 1.25. (additional properties of |⌣
d
)
(i) Every sequene of B-indisernibles is also indisernible over aclB.
(ii) A |⌣
d
C
B implies acl(AC) ∩B ⊆ aclC.
(iii) A |⌣
d
C
B implies A |⌣
d
C
acl(BC). So |⌣
d
always satises a weak variant of
the extension axiom.
(iv) If A |⌣
d
C
B and C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ acl(BC), then acl(AC ′) ∩ acl(BC) = aclC ′.
Hene A |⌣
d
C
B implies A |⌣
M
C
B, where |⌣
M
is as dened in the next setion.
Notes
Most of Lemma 1.22 an be found in [She90℄. Transitivity of |⌣
d
in the general
ase is impliit in [Kim96℄, and most of Theorem 1.23 is also due to Byunghan
Kim [Kim96℄. I have not found the fat that Shelah-forking in a simple (or stable)
theory is the nest independene relation stated outside [Sh96℄. I think this is due
to the fat that independene relations without any additional onditions are not
usually an objet of study.
1.5 A theorem on thorn-forking
Denition 1.26. The relation |⌣
M
(M-dividing independene) is dened by
A |⌣
M
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for any C ′ s. t. C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ acl(BC):
acl(AC ′) ∩ acl(BC ′) = aclC ′
)
.
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Figure 1.2: A lattie diagram illustrating the denition of |⌣
M
in the lattie of alge-
braially losed sets. We have a map aclC′ 7→ acl(AC′) from the sublattie between aclC
and acl(BC) to the sublattie between acl(AC) and acl(ABC). A |⌣
M
C
B says that the
map D 7→ D ∩ acl(BC) takes D = acl(AC′) bak to aclC′.
The relation |⌣
þ
(thorn-forking independene) is dened by |⌣
þ = |⌣
M∗
, i.e.:
A |⌣
þ
C
B ⇐⇒
(
for all Bˆ ⊇ B there is A′ ≡
BC
A s.t. A′ |⌣
M
C
Bˆ
)
.
It is shown in Setion A.1 that this denition of |⌣
þ
agrees on T eq with thorn-
forking independene as dened by Alf Onshuus. Here, however, we take the
view that the denition of |⌣
þ
is motivated by the following remark:
Remark 1.27.
If |⌣ is any strit independene relation, then A |⌣C B implies A |⌣
þ
C
B.
Proof. Suppose |⌣ is a strit independene relation, A |⌣C B, and Bˆ ⊇ B.
We need to show that there is A′≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣
M
C
Bˆ. So hoose
A′≡BC A suh that A
′ |⌣C acl(BˆC). For any D satisfying C ⊆ D ⊆ acl(BˆC)
we get A′ |⌣D acl(BˆC) by base monotoniity of |⌣ .
By extension and symmetry of |⌣ there is a set H ≡A′D acl(A
′D) that
satises H |⌣D acl(BˆC). Clearly H = acl(A
′D), so acl(A′D) |⌣D acl(BˆC).
Now by anti-reexivity of |⌣ , acl(A
′D) ∩ acl(BˆCD) ⊆ aclD, so acl(A′D) ∩
acl(BˆCD) = aclD.
By omparing Remarks 1.20 and 1.27 one easily sees that A |⌣
f
C
B im-
plies A |⌣
þ
C
B, provided that a strit independene relation exists. Exer-
ise 1.25 showed that even without this assumption a stronger statement
is true: A |⌣
d
C
B always implies A |⌣
M
C
B, hene A |⌣
f
C
B always implies
A |⌣
þ
C
B.
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Denition 1.28. A omplete onsistent rst-order theory T is alled rosy if
|⌣
þ
is an independene relation for T eq.
Lemma 1.29. The relation |⌣
M
of M-dividing independene always satises
the rst ve axioms for independene relations and nite harater. It also
satises anti-reexivity.
Proof. Invariane, monotoniity, normality and anti-reexivity are obvious.
Base monotoniity : Suppose A |⌣
M
C
B and C ⊆ D ⊆ B. Then for any D′
satisfying D ⊆ D′ ⊆ acl(BD) we also have C ⊆ D′ ⊆ acl(BC). So A |⌣
M
C
B
implies acl(AD′) ∩ acl(BD′) = aclD′. Hene A |⌣
M
D′
B.
Transitivity: Suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B, B |⌣
M
CD
A and C |⌣
M
D
A. Then for
any D′ suh that D ⊆ D′ ⊆ acl(AD) we an ompute:
acl(BD′) ∩ acl(AD′) = acl(BD′) ∩ acl(ACD′) ∩ acl(AD′)
= acl(CD′) ∩ acl(AD′)
(
by B |⌣
M
C
A
)
= aclD′,
(
by C |⌣
M
D
A
)
so B |⌣
M
D
A holds.
Finite harater: Suppose A 6 |⌣
M
C
B. Let C ′ be suh that C ⊆ C ′ ⊆
acl(BC) and acl(AC ′) ∩ acl(BC ′) 6⊆ aclC ′. Let d ∈ (acl(AC ′) ∩ acl(BC ′)) \
aclC ′. Let a¯ ∈ A, nite, be suh that d ∈ acl(a¯C ′). Then learly a¯ 6 |⌣
M
C
B.
Theorem 1.30. The relation |⌣
þ
of thorn-forking independene is a strit
independene relation if and only if it has loal harater, if and only if there
is any strit independene relation at all. If |⌣
þ
is a strit independene
relation, then it is the oarsest.
Proof. To get the rst equivalene, apply Theorem 1.18 to |⌣
M
. If |⌣ is
any strit independene relation, then, sine |⌣ satises the loal harater
axiom, so does |⌣
þ
. If |⌣
þ
is a strit independene relation, then it is the
oarsest by Remark 1.27.
In partiular, if there is any strit independene relation for T eq, then T
is rosy. In a simple theory T , |⌣
f
is a strit independene relation for T eq by
Corollary 2.33 below, so every simple theory is rosy. Thus |⌣
þ
is the oarsest
strit independene relation on T eq while |⌣
d = |⌣
f
is the nest.
Note that the assumptions of Theorem 1.30 do not imply |⌣
M = |⌣
þ
:
Example 1.31. (Everywhere innite forest, ontinued from Example 1.4)
It follows from Theorem 1.30 that |⌣
þ
is also a strit independene relation,
and that A |⌣C B =⇒ A |⌣
þ
C
B. It is straightforward to hek that the
onverse is also true, so |⌣ = |⌣
þ
. (Cf. Exerise 1.34.)
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It is not hard to see that |⌣
M
does not satisfy extension, so |⌣
M 6= |⌣
þ
:
Let a and b be neighbours. Then a |⌣
M b. However, there is no c ≡b a suh
that a |⌣
M bc: Either c = a, or b lies between a and c. In the rst ase,
a = c ∈ (acl a ∩ acl(bc)) \ acl ∅, so a 6 |⌣
Mbc. In the seond ase, b ∈ (acl(ac) ∩
acl(bc))\acl c, so also a 6 |⌣
Mbc. Thus |⌣
M
does not satisfy the extension axiom.
In some ases (most notably strongly minimal and o-minimal theories),
þ-forking as dened on the real elements of T is an important tool for under-
standing the struture of models of T . In these ases þ-forking on T agrees
with the restrition to T of þ-forking in T eq. This is not the ase in general,
and the existene of a strit independene relation on the real elements of T
per se does not imply any `struture' that is more than superial:
Example 1.32. (Thorn-forking must be omputed in T eq in general)
Let T be any omplete onsistent theory in a relational language. Consider
the following theory T ′: The language of T ′ is the language of T together with
a new binary relation. The axioms of T ′ are the axioms of T , but with equal-
ity replaed by the new relation, together with axioms saying that the new
relation is an equivalene relation with innite lasses. Then T ′ is a omplete
onsistent theory satisfying aclA = A for every set A of real elements. Hene
the lattie of small algebraially losed sets is just the (modular) lattie of
small subsets of the big model, and so the relation A |⌣C B ⇐⇒ A∩B ⊆ C
is a strit independene relation for T (and agrees with |⌣
þ
).
Example 1.33. (A theory with two strit independene relations)
Let T be the theory of an equivalene relation with innitely many innite
lasses (i. e., all lasses are innite), in the signature of a single relation E.
Then bothA |⌣C B ⇐⇒ A∩B ⊆ C (thorn-forking for T ) and A |⌣
eq
C
B ⇐⇒
acleqA ∩ acleqB ⊆ acleq C (thorn-forking for T eq) dene strit independene
relations on T , but they are learly not the same.
Exerises
Exerise 1.34. Chek that A |⌣
þ
C
B implies A |⌣C B in Example 1.31.
Exerise 1.35. Chek that A |⌣
þ
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩ B ⊆ C is a strit independene
relation in Example 1.32.
Exerise 1.36. Chek that A |⌣C B ⇐⇒ A ∩ B ⊆ C and A |⌣
eq
C
B ⇐⇒
acleqA ∩ acleqB ⊆ acleq C are strit independene relations in Example 1.33.
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Notes
The denition of thorn-forking independene |⌣
þ
via M-independene |⌣
M
in De-
nition 1.26 is new, but M-independene is from [Sh96℄. The original motiviation
for the denition of |⌣
M
was of ourse not thorn-forking. It was Exerise 1.7, whih
shows that base monotoniity is the only problemati property for |⌣
a
. If we try to
fore it, we get |⌣
M
. The letter `M' was hosen beause of the notation M(x, y) for
modular pairs in latties, f. Exerise 2.41.
Lemma 1.29 is ontained in [Ons03a, Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.5℄. Alf Onshuus
may have overlooked at rst the fat (Theorem 1.30, also Theorem 3 in [Sh03℄) that
thorn-forking is the oarsest strit independene relation in every theory admitting
one.
Examples 1.32 and 1.33 are new.
1.6 Just a bunh of silly examples
In Setions 1 and 2 we found some relations that hold between the axioms
for independene relations and the existene and symmetry properties. Our
aim in this setion is to show that we have atually found all of them and,
in partiular, the axioms for independene relations are independent. Most
readers probably want to skip this setion.
First we give two examples showing that invariane does not follow from
the other axioms:
Example 1.37. (no invariane) Let |⌣ be any strit independene rela-
tion. Let F be a set suh that F 6⊆ acl ∅. Dene
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A |⌣
CF
B.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for independene relations exept invari-
ane (but not anti-reexivity). It also satises existene and symmetry.
Example 1.38. (no invariane) Consider the theory T from Example 1.33
with its two strit independene relations |⌣ and |⌣
eq
. Now onsider its redut
T ′ that is just an innite set without the equivalene relation. Take the big
model of T as a big model of T ′. Then the relation |⌣
eq
satises all axioms for
independene relations with respet to T ′ exept invariane. It also satises
existene and symmetry.
From this point on, we will only onsider invariant relations in this setion.
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Theorem 1.39. Consider the following nine axioms that may hold for an
invariant relation |⌣ on the small sets of the big model of a omplete the-
ory: monotoniity, base monotoniity, transitivity, normality, extension, -
nite harater, loal harater, existene, symmetry. The following relations
hold between these axioms:
(1) An invariant relation satisfying extension and symmetry also satises
normality.
(2) An invariant relation satisfying extension and loal harater also sat-
ises existene.
(3) An invariant relation satisfying monotoniity, transitivity, normality,
existene and symmetry also satises extension.
(4) An invariant relation satisfying monotoniity, base monotoniity, tran-
sitivity, normality, extension, nite harater and loal harater also
satises symmetry.
This enumeration is omplete: Every relation between these nine axioms that
holds in general is a formal onsequene of these four relationswith a grain
of salt: The question whether monotoniity is needed in (3) is open.
Proof. The relations (1)(3) hold by Exerise 1.5. Relation (4) is Theo-
rem 1.14.
Completeness of the enumeration is proved by the following series of ex-
amples. Examples 1.40, 1.41, 1.42 and 1.43 show that monotoniity, base
monotoniity, transitivity and nite harater do not follow from any other
axioms, respetively. Examples 1.45 and 1.46 show that normality does not
follow from any set of other axioms that does not inlude at least extension
and symmetry. Examples 1.48 and 1.47 show that existene does not follow
from any set of other axioms that does not inlude at least extension and
loal harater. Examples 1.49, 1.46, 1.48 and 1.50 show that extension does
not follow from any set of other axioms that does not inlude at least tran-
sitivity, normality, existene and symmetry. (Monotoniity is missing from
this list.) Examples 1.51, 1.52, 1.53, 1.45, 1.50, 1.54 and 1.55 show that
symmetry does not follow from any set of other axioms that does not inlude
at least monotoniity, base monotoniity, transitivity, normality, extension,
nite harater and loal harater.
The author ould not nd an example satisfying all axioms exept exten-
sion and monotoniity.
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Example 1.40. (no monotoniity)
Consider the theory from Example 1.33 with its two strit independene
relations |⌣ and |⌣
eq
. Dene
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒
{ A |⌣C B if A and B are innite
A |⌣
eq
C
B if A or B is nite.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
monotoniity. It also satises existene and symmetry.
Example 1.41. (no base monotoniity)
Consider the theory from Examples 1.4 and 1.31. The relation |⌣
a
from
Exerise 1.7 satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept base
monotoniity. It also satises existene and symmetry.
Example 1.42. (no transitivity)
Consider the theory from Example 1.33 with its two strit independene
relations |⌣ and |⌣
eq
. Dene
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒
{ A |⌣C B if C is innite
A |⌣
eq
C
B if C is nite.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
transitivity. It also satises existene and symmetry. (By interhanging `-
nite' and `innite' we would get another example without base monotoniity.)
Example 1.43. (no nite harater)
In the theory of an innite set with no struture, onsider the relation
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒
∣∣(A ∩ B) \ C∣∣ ≤ ℵ0.
The relation |⌣ satises all axioms for independene relations exept nite
harater. It also satises existene and symmetry (but not anti-reexivity).
To get anti-reexivity as well, onsider the theory of an equivalene rela-
tion E with innitely many innite lasses. Let π be the obvious projetion
from the standard sort to the imaginary sort of equivalene lasses of E.
Dene
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ C and
∣∣(π(A) ∩ π(B)) \ π(C)∣∣ ≤ ℵ0.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
nite harater. It also satises existene and symmetry.
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Example 1.44. (no loal harater)
Consider the theory of the random graph, i. e., the Fraïssé limit of the nite
undireted graphs, with the following relation:
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ C and there is no edge from A \ C to B \ C.
The relation |⌣ satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
loal harater. It also satises existene and symmetry.
Example 1.45. (no normality, no symmetry)
Consider the following relation:
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ aclA ∩ acl(BC) ⊆ aclC.
It always satises all axioms for strit independene relations other than
normality, and it also satises existene for every theory. But in the theory
from Example 1.4 let a 6= c, and b be points suh that there is an edge from
a to b and from b to c. Then a |⌣ c b, ac 6 |⌣ c b and b 6 |⌣ c a, so |⌣ does not
satisfy normality or symmetry.
Example 1.46. (no normality, no extension)
Consider the following relation:
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ aclA ∩ aclB ⊆ aclC.
It always satises all axioms for strit independene relations other than
normality, and it also satises symmetry for every theory. But in the theory
from Example 1.4 let a 6= c, and b be points suh that there is an edge from
a to b and from b to c. Then a |⌣ c b but ac 6 |⌣ c b, so |⌣ does not satisfy
normality. It easily follows that |⌣ does not satisfy extension either.
Example 1.47. (no loal harater, no existene)
The empty ternary relation satises all axioms for strit independene rela-
tions exept loal harater. It also satises symmetry, but not existene.
Example 1.48. (no extension, no existene)
Let |⌣ be a strit independene relation for some theory T . Dene |⌣
′
as
follows:
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒
(
|C| ≥ ℵ0 and A |⌣
C
B
)
or A ⊆ C or B ⊆ C.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
extension. It also satises symmetry, but not existene.
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Example 1.49. (no extension, no transitivity)
Given any strit independene relation |⌣ , onsider the following relation:
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A |⌣
C
B or
(
|A \ C| ≤ 1 and |B \ C| ≤ 1
)
.
It satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept transitivity and
extension, and it also satises existene and symmetry.
Example 1.50. (no extension, no symmetry)
Consider the theory from Examples 1.4 and 1.31. By Lemma 1.29 the relation
|⌣
M
satises the axioms of strit independene relations exept extension and
loal harater. |⌣
M
also satises loal harater and existene beause |⌣
þ
does. We have already seen that |⌣
M
does not satisfy extension.
|⌣
M
is not symmetri either: Suppose b lies between a and c. Then a 6 |⌣
Mbc
as we have just seen. But it is easy to see that bc |⌣
Ma.
Example 1.51. (no monotoniity, no symmetry)
For any strit independene relation |⌣ onsider the following relation:
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A |⌣
C
B or |A \ aclC| ≥ 2.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for independene relations exept mono-
toniity. It also satises extension, but not symmetry.
Example 1.52. (no base monotoniity, no symmetry)
Consider the theory of dense linear orders with the following relation:
A |⌣
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ C or ∃a ∈ A∃c ∈ C : a < c.
The relation |⌣ satises all axioms for independene relations exept base
monotoniity. It also satises existene, but not symmetry.
Example 1.53. (no transitivity, no symmetry)
For any independene relation |⌣ onsider the following relation:
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A |⌣
C
B or |A \ C| ≤ 1.
The relation |⌣
′
satises all axioms for independene relations exept transi-
tivity. It also satises existene, but not symmetry.
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Example 1.54. (no nite harater, no symmetry)
Given any strit independene relation |⌣ , onsider the following relation:
A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ ∃ nite B0 ⊆ B suh that A |⌣
B0C
C.
The relation |⌣
′
always satises all axioms for strit independene relations
exept nite harater, whih it does not satisfy. It also satises existene,
but not neessarily symmetry.
Now let T be the theory of ω ross-utting equivalene relations ǫi with
innitely many lasses eah. Let |⌣ = |⌣
f
. Let (ai)i<ω and b be suh that
|= ǫi(aj, b) ⇐⇒ i = j. Then (ai)i<ω |⌣
′
∅
b and b 6 |⌣
′
∅
(ai)i<ω.
Example 1.55. (no loal harater, no symmetry)
We will extend the theories T0 and T from Example 1.15. First we desribe
the signature of the respetive extensions T ∗0 and T
∗
: It has the sorts P
(`points') and E (`equivalene relations') as well as a new sort Γ (`equivalene
lasses'). The funtions and relations of T ∗0 onsist of the relation p ∼e q (for
p, q ∈ P and e ∈ E), a new relation written (slightly abusing notation) as
p/e = c for p ∈ P , e ∈ E and c ∈ Γ, and a funtion ǫ : Γ→ E.
The axioms of T ∗0 inlude those of T0, i. e., ∼e is an equivalene relation
for every e ∈ E. They also say that ∃≤1c(p/e = c), so it makes sense to
regard p/e as a partial funtion P × E → Γ whih we will use informally in
the following. The other axioms say ǫ(p/e) = e (if p/e exists) and p ∼e q ↔
p/e = q/e (also if p/e exists).
Clearly every model of T0 is also a model of T
∗
0 , and if we restrit a model
of T ∗0 to the sorts P and E we get a model of T0. By the same arguments as
for T0 we an nd an ω-ategorial theory T
∗
with elimination of quantiers
whih is the Fraïssé limit of the nite models of T ∗0 . So T
∗
extends both T
and T ∗0 .
For any subset A of the big model of T ∗ we write P (A) = A∩P , E(A) =
(A ∩ E) ∪ ǫ(A ∩ Γ) and Γ(A) = (A ∩ Γ) ∪ {p/e | p ∈ P (A), e ∈ E(A)}. It is
not hard to hek that aclA = dclA = P (A)∪E(A)∪Γ(A). It easily follows
that
A |⌣
M
C
B ⇐⇒


P (A) ∩ P (B) ⊆ P (C) and
E(A) ∩ E(B) ⊆ E(C) and
P (A)/e ∩ P (B)/e ⊆ Γ(C) for all e ∈ E(BC)

 .
Using this, it is not hard to hek that A |⌣
M
C
B =⇒ A |⌣
þ
C
B and that
A |⌣
M
C
B =⇒ A |⌣
d
C
B, from whih it easily follows that |⌣
M = |⌣
þ = |⌣
d =
|⌣
f
. Hene |⌣
f
satises all axioms for strit independene relations exept
loal harater (whih would imply that there is a strit independene relation
for T ∗). It also satises existene, though not symmetry.
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Exerises
Exerise 1.56.
Show that |⌣
′
in Example 1.48 has the stated properties.
Notes
The author wishes to exuse for all the nonsensial examples in this setion. One
he had found the rst few, he ould not resist the temptation to do a systemati
searh, the ndings of whih are now dumped on the reader.
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Chapter 2
Forking
In this hapter we improve part of Chapter 1 by exploring part of the loal
(i. e., relating to formulas), or ombinatorial, foundation of forking theory.
We will introdue the onept of inonsisteny pairs. If Ω is a set of inonsis-
teny pairs we get a relation |⌣
Ω
suh that |⌣
Ω∗
is a good andidate for being
an independene relation. In partiular, |⌣
Ω∗ = |⌣
f
or |⌣
Ω∗ = |⌣
þ
for suitable
hoies of Ω. This will allow us to nd out more about |⌣
f
and |⌣
þ
.
As in the previous hapter, the exposition is essentially self-ontained. I
write a¯<k for the tuple a¯0a¯1 . . . a¯k−1 and a¯<ω for the sequene (a¯i)i<ω. Tuples
of variables or elements are often impliitly assumed to be ompatible: of
the same lengths and with the same sorts at orresponding positions.
2.1 Strong nite harater
The purpose of this setion is to give a foretaste of the improved results
whih we will get in this hapter, while postponing the tehnialities of the
next two setions as long as possible. Here we show that we ould have had
slightly stronger results in Chapter 1 if we had required the following stronger
ondition instead of nite harater:
Denition 2.1. The strong nite harater ondition is the following strong
variant of the nite harater axiom:
(strong nite harater)
If A 6 |⌣C B, then there are nite tuples a¯ ∈ A, b¯ ∈ B and c¯ ∈ C and a
formula ϕ(x¯, y¯, z¯) without parameters suh that
• |= ϕ(a¯, b¯, c¯), and
• a¯′ 6 |⌣C b¯ for all a¯
′
satisfying |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯).
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As we will see, this new ondition is satised by all relations that are of
interest to us. It has two properties that make it more onvenient than nite
harater. The rst is the following supplement to Lemma 1.17 that ould
have spared us the somewhat ontrived proof of Theorem 1.18.
Lemma 2.2.
Let |⌣ be a relation that satises invariane, monotoniity and the strong
nite harater ondition. Then |⌣
∗
also satises the strong nite harater
ondition.
Proof. Suppose a¯ 6 |⌣
∗
C
B (a¯ being a sequene of arbitrary length), and let
this be witnessed by Bˆ ⊇ B suh that a¯′ 6 |⌣
∗
C
Bˆ for all a¯′≡BC a¯. Let x¯
be a sequene of the same length as a¯, and let p(x¯) be the set of formulas
over BˆC onsisting of the negations of all those formulas ϕi(x¯, b¯i, c¯i) with
parameters b¯i ∈ Bˆ and c¯i ∈ C that have the property that a¯
′ 6 |⌣C b¯i for all
a¯′ satisfying |= ϕi(a¯
′, b¯i, c¯i). By hoie of Bˆ and strong nite harater of
|⌣ , p(x¯) ∪ tp(a¯/BC) is inonsistent. So by ompatness there is a formula
ψ(x¯, b¯, c¯) ∈ tp(a¯/BC) suh that p(x¯) ∪ {ψ(x¯, b¯, c¯)} is inonsistent.
Now suppose a¯′ satises |= ψ(a¯′, b¯, c¯). To nish our proof we laim that
a¯′ 6 |⌣
∗
C
b¯. Otherwise there would be a¯∗≡Cb¯ a¯
′
suh that a¯∗ |⌣C Bˆ. But then
|= ψ(a¯∗, b¯, c¯) would also hold. On the other hand, a¯∗ would realise p(x¯), in
ontradition to inonsisteny of p(x¯) ∪ {ψ(x¯, b¯, c¯)}.
For the seond advantage of strong nite harater reall that a type p(x¯)
is alled nitely satised in a set C if for every formula ϕ(x¯, b¯) ∈ p there is a
tuple c¯ ∈ C suh that |= ϕ(c¯, b¯).
Remark 2.3. Suppose |⌣ satises monotoniity and strong nite harater,
and a¯, B, C are suh that C |⌣C B holds and tp(a¯/BC) is nitely satised
in C. Then a¯ |⌣C B.
Proof. Suppose a¯ 6 |⌣C B. Let ϕ(x¯0, y¯, z¯) and a¯0 ⊆ a¯, b¯ ∈ B, c¯ ∈ C be as
in the strong nite harater ondition. Sine tp(a¯/BC) is nitely satised
in C there is a¯′ ∈ C suh that |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯) holds. Hene a¯′ 6 |⌣C B, hene
C 6 |⌣C B by monotoniity.
This is quite useful beause of the following well-known fat:
Remark 2.4. For any a¯, B there is a subset C ⊆ a¯ of size |C| ≤ |T | + |B|
suh that tp(a¯/BC) is nitely satised in C.
Proof. Let C0 = ∅. Given any set Cn we onstrut Cn+1 ⊇ Cn as follows: For
every formula ϕ(x¯0, b¯), b¯ ∈ BCn, that is satised by a nite subtuple a¯0 ⊆ a¯,
we make sure that Cn+1 ontains one suh tuple a¯0. Clearly we an make
sure that |Cn+1| ≤ |T |+ |Cn|. Now we an just take C =
⋃
n<ω Cn.
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Figure 2.1: Classiation of relations satisfying the rst 5 axioms of independene re-
lations and nite harater, aording to whih of 4 remaining properties hold. For eah
point in the middle row of this lattie diagram there is an example in Setion 1.6. These
an be used to assemble examples for the bottom row. If we also require strong nite
harater, the dotted line and the point represented by Example 1.44 disappear.
Putting both results together it is easy to get the dual (left and right
sides reversed) of loal harater. Therefore we have:
Theorem 2.5. Suppose |⌣ satises the rst ve axioms for independene
relations as well as the strong nite harater ondition. Then |⌣ is an
independene relation if and only if |⌣ satises existene and symmetry.
Proof. First note that strong nite harater implies nite harater. We
already know the forward diretion, so we only need to prove extension and
loal harater from existene and symmetry.
Extension easily follows from transitivity, normality, existene and sym-
metry. For loal harater we an take κ(B) = (|T |+ |B|)+: Given a¯ and B
there is C ⊆ a¯ suh that |C| < κ(B) and tp(a¯/BC) is nitely satised in C.
Now C |⌣C B holds by existene, so a¯ |⌣C B by monotoniity and strong
nite harater.
It follows that the relation in Example 1.44 does not have strong nite
harater.
Exerises
Exerise 2.6. ( |⌣
M
has strong nite harater)
The relation |⌣
M
always satises the strong nite harater ondition.
Exerise 2.7. (Figure 2.1)
Chek that the examples mentioned in the middle row of Figure 2.1 satisfy the
strong nite harater ondition. For Example 1.48 assume that |⌣ satises strong
nite harater.
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Exerise 2.8. (alternative denition for strong nite harater)
Suppose the relation |⌣ satises invariane, monotoniity and extension. Prove
that it satises the strong nite harater ondition if and only if it satises the
following ondition: For any sequene of variables x¯ and any sets B, C, the set{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ a¯ |⌣C B
}
is a losed subset of Sx¯(BC).
Notes
The term `strong nite harater' is probably new, but the property itself is essen-
tially the anonymous axiom A.7 in [Mak84℄. Exerise 2.8 (read in onjuntion with
Theorem 2.5) shows that independene relations satisfying the strong nite har-
ater ondition are preisely the relations onsidered in [Cas03, Setion 3℄. None
of the arguments in this setion is new.
I do not believe that every independene relation has strong nite harater,
but I do not have a ounter-example (f. Question A.3).
2.2 Loal dividing
Denition 2.9. The formula ψ(y¯<k) is alled a k-inonsisteny witness for
ϕ(x¯; y¯) if the formula
(∧
i<k ϕ(x¯; y¯i)
)
∧ ψ(y¯<k) is inonsistent. When the
preise value of k is immaterial we will omit it. We write
Ξ =
{(
ϕ(x¯; y¯), ψ(y¯<k)
) ∣∣∣ ψ is a k-inonsisteny witness for ϕ; k < ω}
for the set of all inonsisteny pairs.
Note that in the preeding denition the free variables of ϕ(x¯; y¯) are
partitioned in two bloks. The denition depends ruially on this partition.
A k-inonsisteny witness ψ(y¯<k) for ϕ(x¯; y¯) `witnesses' k-inonsisteny in
the following way: Suppose (b¯i)i<ω is a sequene suh that |= ψ(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1)
for any i0 < · · · < ik−1 < ω. Then the set {ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < ω} is k-inonsistent,
i. e., there is no tuple a¯ satisfying k formulas from the set simultaneously.
Denition 2.10. A formula ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over a set C if (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ
and there is a sequene b¯<ω suh that
• eah b¯i realises tp(b¯/C), and
• |= ψ(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1) holds for all i0 < . . . < ik−1 < ω.
We say that b¯<ω witnesses that ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C.
A partial type p(x¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over a set C if it ontains a formula
ϕ(x¯; b¯) ∈ p(x¯) that (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C.
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Note that when ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over a set C, then there is a se-
quene b¯<ω witnessing this with b¯0 = b¯. Also note that ϕ(x¯; b¯) also (ϕ, ψ)-
divides over every subset of C.
Denition 2.11. Let Ω ⊆ Ξ be a subset of Ξ that is losed under variable
substitution in the following sense: If
(
ϕ(x¯; y¯), (ψ(y¯<k)
)
∈ Ω and u¯, v¯, v¯<k
are appropriate tuples of variablespossibly with repetitions, but u¯, v¯ and the
tuples v¯i being pairwise disjoint from eah otherthen
(
ϕ(u¯, v¯), ψ(v¯<k)
)
∈ Ω.
We say that a partial type p(x¯) Ω-divides over a set C if it (ϕ, ψ)-divides
over C for some (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω. We dene a relation |⌣
Ω
as follows:
A |⌣
Ω
C
B ⇐⇒ there is no a¯ ∈ A suh that tp(a¯/BC) Ω-divides over C.
Note that Ξ itself is losed under variable substitution.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose Ω ⊆ Ξ is losed under variable substitution.
Then |⌣
Ω
satises the following axioms for independene relations: invari-
ane, monotoniity, base monotoniity and nite harater. In fat, |⌣
Ω
has
strong nite harater. Moreover, A |⌣
Ω
B
B and A |⌣
Ω
A
B for any sets A and
B.
Proof. Invariane and monotoniity are obvious.
Base monotoniity: Suppose A 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B and D ⊆ C ⊆ B. It sues to
show that A 6 |⌣
Ω
D
B. There is a¯ ∈ A, (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω and b¯ ∈ B suh that
ϕ(x¯; b¯) ∈ tp(a¯/B) and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. It is immediate from
the denition of (ϕ, ψ)-dividing that ϕ(x¯; b¯) also (ϕ, ψ)-divides over D. So
A 6 |⌣
Ω
D
B does in fat hold.
Strong nite harater: Suppose A 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B. Let a¯ ∈ A be suh that
tp(a¯/BC) Ω-divides over C. So there is (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω and b¯ ∈ BC suh
that ϕ(x¯; b¯) ∈ tp(a¯/BC) and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. Hene for every
a¯′ satisfying |= ϕ(a¯′; b¯), tp(a¯′/b¯C) also (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C, so a¯′ 6 |⌣
Ω
C
b¯.
For the rst `moreover' statement, suppose (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ, |= ϕ(a¯; b¯) for some
tuples a¯ ∈ A and b¯ ∈ B, and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over B. This would be
witnessed by a sequene b¯<ω of tuples realising tp(b¯/B), so b¯i = b¯. But then
|=
(∧
i<k ϕ(a¯; b¯i)
)
∧ ψ(b¯<k), ontraditing the assumption that (ϕ, ψ) is a
k-inonsisteny witness.
For the seond `moreover' statement, suppose (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ, |= ϕ(a¯; b¯) for
some tuples a¯ ∈ A and b¯ ∈ B, and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over A. This would
be witnessed by a sequene b¯<ω of tuples realising tp(b¯/A). But then again
|=
(∧
i<k ψ(a¯; b¯i)
)
∧ ψ(b¯<k), ontraditing the assumption that (ϕ, ψ) is a
k-inonsisteny witness.
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So the missing axioms are transitivity, normality, extension and loal
harater. Heuristially speaking, from our experiene in Chapter 1 we an
say that extension is probably no problem sine we an x it by passing to
|⌣
Ω∗
, while we ould not expet loal harater to hold in general. Only the
fat that we annot prove transitivity and normality is a bit annoying (sine
both are among the rst ve axioms), so let us hek that the problem is
real:
Example 2.13. Let T be the theory of an innite set in the empty signature.
Let Ω onsist of all inonsisteny pairs of the form
(
ϕ(xx′; yy′), ψ(y0y
′
0, y1y
′
1)
)
,
where ϕ(xx′; yy′) ≡ x 6= x′∧x = y∧x′ = y′ and ψ(y0y
′
0, y1y
′
1) ≡ y0 6= y1∧y
′
0 6=
y′1.
It is not hard to see that A |⌣
Ω
C
B ⇐⇒
∣∣(A∩B)\C∣∣ ≤ 1, that |⌣Ω satises
extension, loal harater, existene and symmetry, and that |⌣
Ω = |⌣
Ω∗
. But
|⌣
Ω
does not satisfy transitivity: Suppose b 6= c. Then bc |⌣
Ω
c
bc and c |⌣
Ω
∅
bc,
but bc 6 |⌣
Ω
∅
bc. Sine b |⌣
Ω
∅
bc and bc 6 |⌣
Ω
∅
bc, |⌣
Ω
does not satisfy normality,
either.
Example 2.14. Let T be a theory in whih there is a type that forks over
its domain in the sense of Shelah-forking. Two examples of this phenomenon
were given by Saharon Shelah in [She90, Exerise III.1.3℄. In Proposition 2.31
below we will see that |⌣
Ξ = |⌣
d
. From this it easily follows that |⌣
Ξ
does not
satisfy extension or existene. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 2.32 below
that |⌣
Ξ = |⌣
d
does not satisfy loal harater or symmetry, either.
The hoie of Ω in Example 2.13 was of ourse perverse. Here are two
natural onditions that we may require so that |⌣
Ω
makes sense:
Denition 2.15. Suppose Ω ⊆ Ξ is losed under variable substitution.
We say that Ω is transitive if the following holds:
Suppose (ϕ(y¯; x¯), ψ(x¯<k) ∈ Ω and C |⌣
Ω
D
a¯, where D ⊆ C. If ϕ(y¯; a¯) (ϕ, ψ)-
divides over D then ϕ(y¯; a¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C.
We say that Ω is normal if the following holds:
If
(
ϕ(x¯, z¯; y¯), ψ(y¯<k)
)
∈ Ω, then also
(
ϕ(x¯; z¯, y¯), ψ′(y¯<k, z¯<k)
)
∈ Ω, where
ψ′(y¯<k, z¯<k) ≡ ψ(y¯<k) ∧ (z0 = z1 = · · · = zk−1).
Proposition 2.16.
(1) If Ω is transitive, then |⌣
Ω
satises the transitivity axiom.
(2) If Ω is normal, then |⌣
Ω
satises the normality axiom.
Proof. (1) Suppose Ω is transitive, D ⊆ C ⊆ B, C |⌣
Ω
D
A and B 6 |⌣
Ω
D
A.
Then there is (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω, b¯ ∈ B and a¯ ∈ AD suh that |= ϕ(b¯; a¯) and ϕ(y¯; a¯)
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(ϕ, ψ)-divides overD. Sine C |⌣D a¯ it follows that ϕ(y¯; a¯) also (ϕ, ψ)-divides
over C. Hene B 6 |⌣
Ω
C
A.
(2) Now suppose instead that Ω is normal and AC 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B. Then there
is
(
ϕ(x¯, z¯; y¯), ψ(x¯<k, z¯<k)
)
∈ Ω, a¯ ∈ A, b¯ ∈ B and c¯ ∈ C suh that |=
ϕ(a¯, c¯; b¯) and ϕ(x¯, z¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. Let ψ′ be as in the denition
of normality for Ω. Then
(
ϕ(x¯; z¯, b¯), ψ′
)
∈ Ω and ϕ(x¯; c¯, b¯) learly (ϕ, ψ′)-
divides over C. Hene A 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B.
Exerises
Exerise 2.17. (∆-forking)
For Ω ⊆ Ξ let Ω↾x¯ =
{(
ϕ(x¯; y¯), ψ(y¯<k)
) ∣∣ k < ω, (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Ω} be the set of
those tuples (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Ω for whih the left blok of variables of ϕ is x¯. For any
∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯, we say that a partial type p(x¯) ∆-forks over a set C if there are n <
ω,
(
ϕi(x¯; y¯i), ψi(y¯i<ki)
)
∈ ∆ for i < n, and tuples b¯0, . . . , b¯n−1 suh that p(x¯) ⊢∨
i<n ϕ
i(x¯; b¯i) and ϕi(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-divides over C for eah i < n.
Suppose Ω ⊆ Ξ is losed under variable substitution. Show that a¯ |⌣
Ω∗
C
B i
tp(a¯/BC) does not ∆-fork over C for any nite ∆ ⊆ Ω.
Exerise 2.18. (more on dividing and forking of formulas, f. Exerise 1.24)
(i) Given any formula ϕ(x¯; b¯), show that ϕ(x¯; b¯) divides over C i ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ,ψ)-
divides over C for some formula ψ(x¯<k) that is a k-inonsisteny witness for ϕ(x¯; y¯).
(ii) Show that ϕ(x¯; b¯) forks over C i ϕ(x¯; b¯) ∆-forks over C for some set ∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯.
Exerise 2.19.
Chek the laim that A |⌣
Ω
C
B ⇐⇒
∣∣(A ∩B) \ C∣∣ ≤ 1 in Example 2.13.
Notes
This setion was derived from a small part of [BY03a℄ by loalising and simplifying
it. (Note that there is no array-dividing here.) Example 2.13 is new, Example 2.14
is from Saharon Shelah. The denitions of transitivity and normality of Ω seem
to be new. They were found by the author when he looked for a ondition that
makes Lemma 2.26 true and holds for both Ξ and Ξ
M
. (Ξ
M
is dened below in
Denition 2.35.)
It should be noted that both Ξ and Ξ
M
are of the form Ω(Ψ) = {(ϕ,ψ) ∈ Ξ |
ψ ∈ Ψ}. Yet it seems to be neessary to loalise dividing in ϕ as well as in ψ in
order to get a good theory of loal rank.
2.3 Dividing patterns
For a tuple x¯ of variables we write Ξ↾x¯ for the set of inonsisteny pairs
(ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ suh that ϕ has the form ϕ(x¯; y¯), with arbitrary y¯.
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Denition 2.20. Let p(x¯) be a partial type over C and I a linearly ordered
set.
An I-sequene ξ = ((ϕi, ψi))i∈I ∈ Ξ
I
is a dividing pattern for p(x¯)
(over C) if there is an I-sequene (b¯i)i∈I that realises ξ over C, i. e.:
• p(x¯) ∪ {ϕi(x¯; b¯i) | i ∈ I} (makes sense and) is onsistent, and
• eah formula ϕi(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-divides over Cb¯<i.
If ∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯ and ξ ∈ ∆I we may all ξ a ∆-dividing pattern.
Vaguely speaking, dividing patterns measure how many dividing exten-
sions a type has. Under ertain onditions an extension of a type that admits
exatly the same dividing patterns will be shown not to divide.
If I is a linearly ordered set and i ∈ I we will temporarily write < i and
≤ i for the initial sequenes {j ∈ I | j < i} and {j ∈ I | j ≤ i}, respetively.
Theorem 2.21. Let p(x¯) be a partial type, denable over a set C. An I-
sequene ξ =
((
ϕi(x¯; y¯i), ψi(y¯i<ki)
))
i∈I
∈ ΞI is a dividing pattern for p(x¯)
over C i the following type divpatξp
(
(x¯α)α∈ωI , (y¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I
)
is onsistent:
⋃
α∈ωI
p(x¯α) ∪
{
ϕi(x¯α; y¯α↾≤i)
∣∣ i ∈ I, α ∈ ωI}
∪
{
ψi(y¯α0, . . . , y¯αki−1)
∣∣ i ∈ I, α0, . . . , αki−1 ∈ ω≤i,
(α0↾ < i) = · · · = (αki−1↾ < i), and α0(i) < · · · < αki−1(i)
}
.
Before proving this theorem let us try to understand what it says. Without
understanding the struture of the type divpatξp it is at least easy to see
that it does not mention the set C. That's why the qualiation `over C'
is in parentheses in Denition 2.20. The next easy observation is that the
surrounding theory is not involved in the denition of divpatξp. Hene if p
and ξ make sense in a redut T ′ of T , then ξ is a dividing pattern for p in
the ontext of T i it is one in the ontext of T ′. We will use this to prove
that simpliity and rosiness are preserved in reduts.
For understanding the struture of divpatξp it is perhaps best to imagine
this type partially realised by tuples (b¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I . These tuples form a non-
standard tree, and the last part of the onjuntion requires that the tuples
b¯α of level i (i.e.: α ∈ ω
≤i
) that dene the same non-standard path α↾ <
i through the tree are related by the inonsisteny witness ψi. The type
divpatξp
(
(x¯α)α∈ωI , (b¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I
)
then merely expresses that for every branh
α ∈ ωI of this tree the set
{
ϕi(x¯, b¯α↾≤i)
∣∣ i ∈ I} is onsistent with p(x¯).
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With this tree struture in mind it is easy to see that, by ompatness, the
property of being a dividing pattern has nite harater: divpatξp is onsistent
i divpatξ↾Jp is onsistent for every nite J ⊆ I.
The tree struture of divpatξp already suggests a proof strategy.
Proof. We will prove the equivalene of the following statements:
(1) ξ is a dividing pattern for p over C.
(2) divpatξp is onsistent.
(3) The type
divpat′ ξp
(
(x¯α)α∈ωI , (y¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I
)
= divpatξp
(
(x¯α)α∈ωI , (y¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I
)
∪
{
y¯α ≡C{y¯α↾≤j |j<i} y¯α′
∣∣ i ∈ I, α, α′ ∈ ω≤i, (α↾ < i) = (α′↾ < i)}
is onsistent.
We rst prove that (3) implies (1): Let the tuples (b¯α)α∈ω≤i,i∈I be a partial
realisation of divpat′ ξp. For i ∈ I write ζ
i
for the unique funtion ζ i ∈ {0}<i,
and form < ω write ζ ia(m) for the extension of ζ i that maps i tom. Then for
every i ∈ I the sequene (b¯ζia(m))m<ω witnesses that b¯ζia(0) (ϕ
i, ψi)-divides
over C{b¯ζja(0) | j < i}. Hene the I-sequene (b¯ζia(0))i∈I realises ξ over C.
Next we observe that we need only prove that (1) implies (2) and that (2)
implies (3) in ase I is nite. The general ase then follows by ompatness.
Thus we an use indution on the size of I.
The ase I = ∅ is trivial: () ∈ Ξ0 is a dividing pattern for p over C i p
is onsistent, and we have divpat()p = divpat
′ ()
p = p(x¯()).
Now suppose the impliations (1) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (3) hold for I, and
we are given ((ϕs(x¯; y¯), ψs(y¯<k)))
aξ ∈ Ξ{s}∪I , where s 6∈ I is less than every
element of I. It is not hard to see that (1) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (3) for ((ϕs, ψs))aξ,
using the following three easy fats:
(i) ((ϕs, ψs))aξ is a dividing pattern for p over C i there is a tuple b¯
suh that ϕs(x¯; b¯) (ϕs, ψs)-divides over C, and ξ is a dividing pattern for
p(x¯) ∪ ϕs(x¯; b¯).
(ii) divpat((ϕ
s,ψs))aξ
p is onsistent i there is a sequene (b¯m)m<ω suh
that |= ψs(b¯m0 , . . . , b¯mk−1) for any m0 < · · · < mk−1 < ω and the type
divpatξ
p(x¯)∪ϕs(x¯;b¯m)
is onsistent for every m < ω.
(iii) divpat′
((ϕs,ψs))aξ
p is onsistent i there is a sequene (b¯m)m<ω suh
that |= ψs(b¯m0 , . . . , b¯mk−1) for any m0 < · · · < mk−1 < ω, b¯m ≡C b¯0 for all
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m < ω, and the type divpat′ ξ
p(x¯)∪ϕs(x¯;b¯m)
is onsistent for every m < ω. (Thus
the sequene (b¯m)m<ω witnesses that b¯0 (ϕ
s, ψs)-divides over C.)
Exerises
Exerise 2.22. (tree property)
A formula ϕ(x¯; y¯) has the tree-property (of order k) if there is a tree of tuples
(b¯α)α∈ω<ω suh that for every limit point α ∈ ω
ω
the branh {ϕ(x¯; b¯α↾n) | n < ω},
is onsistent, and at every node α ∈ ω<ω the set of suessors {ϕ(x¯; b¯αa (i)) | i < ω}
is k-inonsistent (i. e., every subset with k elements is inonsistent).
Show that formula ϕ(x¯; y¯) has the tree-property of order k if and only if there
is a k-inonsisteny witness ψ(y¯<k) for ϕ suh that Dϕ,ψ(∅) =∞. Here Dϕ,ψ is D∆
as dened in Denition 2.23 below for the ase ∆ = {(ϕ,ψ)}.
Notes
The only new things in this setion are the term `dividing pattern' and the idea of
admitting arbitrary linear orders in order to allow a uniform treatment of dividing
patterns and the tree property.
Dividing patterns appear in [BY03b℄ in the following guise: Let α be an ordinal
and I = αopp, i. e., α with the opposite order. Then ξ ∈ ΞI is a dividing pattern
for p i ξ ∈ D(p,Ξ) in the notation of [BY03b, Denition 1.8℄. The idea that ξ
being a dividing pattern an be expressed by a partial type is also from [BY03b℄.
A realisation of a dividing pattern ξ ∈ Ξα is also the same thing as a dividing
hain as dened in [Cas99℄.
2.4 Loal rank and symmetry
Suppose ∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯ is nite. If there are arbitrarily long nite ∆-dividing
patterns for p, then there is an inonsisteny pair (ϕ, ψ) ∈ ∆ suh that there
are arbitrarily long nite (ϕ, ψ)-dividing patterns for p. It follows that (ϕ, ψ)I
is a ∆-dividing pattern for p for every linearly ordered set I. Therefore the
following denition makes sense:
Denition 2.23. Let p(x¯) be a partial type and ∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯ a nite set of
inonsisteny pairs (ϕ(x¯; y¯ϕ), ψ). Then D∆(p) ∈ ω ∪ {∞} is ∞ if p has ∆-
dividing patterns of arbitrary order type, or otherwise the greatest number
n < ω suh that ∆-dividing patterns of length n exist for p.
If p = tp(a¯/B) we abbreviate D∆(a¯/B) = D∆(p).
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Remark 2.24. For any a¯, B, C and nite ∆ ⊆ Ξ↾x¯:
D∆(a¯/BC) ≤ D∆(a¯/C).
Proof. Let p = tp(a¯/BC). If ξ ∈ ∆n is a dividing pattern for p, then
divpatξp is onsistent. Hene divpat
ξ
p↾C is onsistent, so ξ is a dividing pattern
for p↾C.
For the rest of this setion we x a set Ω ⊂ Ξ that is losed under variable
substitution.
Lemma 2.25. Suppose D∆(a¯/BC) = D∆(a¯/C) <∞ for all nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯.
Then a¯ |⌣
Ω∗
C
B.
Proof. Towards a ontradition, suppose a¯ 6 |⌣
Ω∗
C
B. Then there is a set Bˆ ⊃ B
suh that a¯′ 6 |⌣
Ω
C
Bˆ holds for every a¯′ realising p(x¯) = tp(a¯/BC). Hene the
set
p(x¯) ∪
{
¬ϕ(x¯; b¯)
∣∣ (ϕ, ψ) ∈ ∆, and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C}
is inonsistent. By ompatness there are inonsisteny pairs (ϕi, ψi) ∈ ∆
and tuples b¯i suh that p(x¯) ⊢
∨
i<k ϕ
i(x¯; b¯i) and ϕi(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-divides
over C.
Let ξ be a ∆-dividing pattern for p of maximal length |ξ| = D∆(p),
realised over Cb¯0b¯1 . . . b¯k−1 by, say, (b¯j)j<|ξ|. Let a¯
′
realise p(x¯) ∪ {ϕj(x¯; b¯j) |
j < |ξ|}. Then |= ϕi(a¯′; b¯i) for an index i < k. Hene (ϕi, ψi)aξ is a ∆-
dividing pattern for p, realised by b¯ia(b¯j)j<|ξ|. This ontradits maximality
of |ξ|.
Having shown a onnetion between |⌣
Ω
and the D∆-ranks under a om-
binatorial ondition, we now show a sort of onverse under a geometri on-
dition.
Lemma 2.26. Suppose Ω is transitive and normal and B |⌣
Ω∗
C
a¯.
Then for every nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯ we have D∆(a¯/BC) = D∆(a¯/C).
Proof. Sine D∆(a¯/BC) ≤ D∆(a¯/C) holds anyway we need only prove that
D∆(a¯/C) ≥ n implies D∆(a¯/BC) ≥ n. By denition of D∆ there is a ∆-
dividing pattern ξ = ((ϕi, ψi))i<n ∈ ∆
n
for tp(a¯/C), and this is witnessed
by tuples (b¯i)i<n suh that |= ϕ
i(a¯; b¯i) and ϕi(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-divides over
Cb¯<i for all i < n. Sine B |⌣
Ω∗
C
a¯ we may assume that B |⌣
Ω
C
a¯b¯<n. Hene
BCb¯<i |⌣
Ω
Cb¯<i
b¯i by base monotoniity and normality for all i < n. Now
sine ϕi(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-divides over Cb¯<i we get by transitivity that ϕi(x¯; b¯i)
(ϕi, ψi)-divides over BCb¯<i as well. Therefore b¯<n also witnesses that ξ is a
dividing pattern for tp(a¯/BC), so D(a¯/BC) ≥ n.
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Theorem 2.27. Suppose Ω is transitive and normal, and D∆(∅) < ∞ for
all nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯. Then the following onditions are equivalent:
(1) a¯ |⌣
Ω∗
C
B.
(2) D∆(a¯/BC) = D∆(a¯/C) for all nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯.
(3) B |⌣
Ω∗
C
a¯.
Proof. (3) implies (2) by Lemma 2.26, and (2) implies (1) by Lemma 2.25.
Hene |⌣
Ω∗
is symmetri, so (1) implies (3).
Notes
Theorem 2.27 was proved by Byunghan Kim in the ase Ω = Ξ, f. [Kim96, The-
orem 5.1℄, and by Alf Onshuus in the ase Ω = Ξ
M
, f. [Ons03a, Theorem 4.1.3℄.
(To be pedanti, both Kim and Onshuus prove their results for ranks that are very
similar to, but not exatly the same as, our ranks D∆.)
2.5 A better theorem on loal forking
Like in the previous setion we x a set Ω ⊆ Ξ whih is losed under variable
substitution.
Lemma 2.28. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) |⌣
Ω∗
satises the loal harater axiom.
(2) |⌣
Ω
satises the loal harater axiom.
(3) Dϕ,ψ(∅) <∞ for every (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω.
Proof. (1) implies (2): This follows from A |⌣
Ω∗
C
B =⇒ A |⌣
Ω
C
B.
(2) implies (3): Suppose |⌣
Ω
has loal harater with a onstant κ, but
Dϕ,ψ(∅) = ∞. We may assume that κ is regular. (ϕ, ψ)
κ
is a dividing
pattern for the empty type, so it has a realisation (b¯i)i<κ over ∅. Let a¯ realise
{ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < κ}. By loal harater there is a subset C ⊆ b¯<κ suh that
a¯ |⌣
Ω
C
b¯<κ and |C| < κ. Sine κ is regular, there is α < κ suh that C ⊆ b¯<α.
Hene a¯ |⌣
Ω
b¯<α
b¯<κ, a ontradition to the fat that |= ϕ(a¯; b¯α) holds and
ϕ(x¯; b¯α) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over b¯<α.
(3) implies (1): Note that D∆(p(x¯)) < ω for all nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯ and partial
types p(x¯). We will prove loal harater for |⌣
Ω∗
with κ = |T |+. So suppose
we have a type p(x¯) = tp(a¯/B) with nite a¯.
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For every nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯ we an nd a nite subset C∆ ⊆ B suh that
D∆(p↾C∆) = D∆(p): For eah ∆-dividing pattern ξ of length |ξ| = D∆(p)+1
(there are only nitely many) the type divpatξp is inonsistent, so there is a
nite subset Cξ ⊆ B suh that divpat
ξ
p↾Cξ
is still inonsistent. If C∆ is the
union of these sets Cξ, then learly C∆ is a nite set suh that D∆(p↾C∆) =
D∆(p).
Now let C be the union of these sets C∆ for all nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯. Then
|C| ≤ |T |, so |C| < κ. Moreover, D∆(p↾C) = D∆(p↾C∆) = D∆(p) for all
nite ∆ ⊆ Ω↾x¯. Hene a¯ |⌣
Ω∗
C
B by Lemma 2.25.
Now we are prepared for the following improved version of Theorem 1.18
for the ase |⌣ = |⌣
Ω
:
Theorem 2.29. Suppose |⌣
Ω
satises the transitivity and normality axioms.
Then |⌣
Ω∗
is an independene relation if and only if the following, equivalent,
onditions are satised:
(1) |⌣
Ω∗
satises the loal harater axiom.
(2) |⌣
Ω
satises the loal harater axiom.
(3) Dϕ,ψ(∅) <∞ for every (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ω.
(4) A |⌣
Ω∗
C
B implies B |⌣
Ω∗
C
A.
(5) A |⌣
Ω∗
C
B implies B |⌣
Ω
C
A.
Proof. By Proposition 2.12 (and sine we have assumed transitivity and nor-
mality), |⌣
Ω
satises the rst ve axioms for independene relations and
strong nite harater. Hene by Lemmas 1.17 and 2.2, the relation |⌣
Ω∗
satises all axioms exept loal harater. Therefore it is an independene
relation if and only if (1) holds.
Conditions (1) to (3) are equivalent by Lemma 2.28. If |⌣
Ω∗
is an inde-
pendene relation, then (4) holds by Theorem 2.27. (4) implies (5) beause
B |⌣
Ω∗
C
A implies B |⌣
Ω
C
A.
(5) implies (2): We hoose κ(A) = (|T | + |A|)+ for every set A. Given
sets A and B, let b¯ be an enumeration of B. By Remark 2.4 there is a subset
C ⊆ B suh that |C| < κ(A) and tp(b¯/AC) is nitely realised in C. Hene
by Remark 2.3 we have B |⌣
f
C
A, so A |⌣
d
C
B by (5).
Note that if Ω satises the slightly stronger onditions of transitivity and
normality (and it will do so in our appliations), then Theorem 2.27 gives us
additional information on |⌣
Ω∗
.
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Exerises
Exerise 2.30. (symmetry of |⌣
Ω
)
Suppose |⌣
Ω
satises transitivity, normality and symmetry. Then |⌣
Ω
is an
independene relation, and |⌣
Ω = |⌣
Ω∗
.
Notes
This setion extends some standard results to a more general ontext.
2.6 A better theorem on Shelah-forking
In order to avoid the use of exerises in the main text (Exerises 1.24 and 2.18
in this ase), we give a diret proof of the following result:
Proposition 2.31. |⌣
d = |⌣
Ξ
.
Proof. First suppose A 6 |⌣
Ξ
C
B, so there is a¯ ∈ A and
(
ϕ(x¯; y¯), ψ(y¯<ω)
)
∈ Ξ
suh that tp(a¯/BC) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. Hene there is b¯ ∈ BC suh that
ϕ(x¯; b¯) ∈ tp(a¯/BC) and ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. Let b¯<ω be a sequene
witnessing this, i.e., eah b¯i realises tp(b¯/C) and |= ψ(b¯i0 , . . . b¯ik−1) holds for
all i0 < . . . < ik−1 < ω. We an extend this sequene and extrat a sequene
of C-indisernibles from it, so we may assume that b¯<ω is C-indisernible.
Moreover, we may assume that b¯0 = b¯.
Towards a ontradition, suppose A |⌣
d
C
B. Then there would be a¯′ ≡BC
a¯ suh that the sequene is a¯′C-indisernible. But then |=
(∧
i<k ϕ(a¯
′; b¯i)
)
∧
ψ(b¯<k), ontraditing the fat that (ϕ, ψ) is a k-inonsisteny witness.
For the onverse, suppose A 6 |⌣
d
C
B, so there is a sequene b¯<ω of C-indis-
ernibles with b¯0 ∈ BC that annot be A
′C-indisernible for any A′ ≡BC A.
By ompatness this must be due to a formula ϕ(a¯; b¯0) (a¯ ∈ A) and a formula
ψ(b¯<k) suh that
(∧
i<k ϕ(x¯; b¯0)
)
∧ψ(b¯<k) is inonsistent. So
(
ϕ(x¯; y¯), ψ(y¯<k)
)
is a k-inonsisteny witness and tp(a¯/BC) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C. Hene
A 6 |⌣
Ξ
C
B as well.
Theorem 2.32. A omplete onsistent theory T is simple if and only if the
following, equivalent, onditions are satised:
(1) |⌣
f
satises the loal harater axiom.
(2) |⌣
d
satises the loal harater axiom.
(3) Dϕ,ψ(∅) < ω for eah (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ.
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(4) |⌣
f
is symmetri.
(5) A |⌣
f
C
B implies B |⌣
d
C
A.
(6) |⌣
d
is symmetri.
Moreover, in a simple theory |⌣
f = |⌣
d
is the nest independene relation.
Proof. Simpliity is equivalent to (1) by Theorem 1.23. For the equivalene
of (1)(5) note that |⌣
f = |⌣
d∗= |⌣
Ξ∗
. Then apply Theorem 2.29. (6) learly
implies (5). The onverse holds sine (6) implies |⌣
f = |⌣
d
by Theorem 1.23.
The `moreover' statement is also from Theorem 1.23.
Corollary 2.33. Every redut of a simple theory is simple.
T is simple if and only if T eq is simple.
Proof. We rst show that a redut of a simple theory is simple. We already
know that a theory T is simple i Dϕ,ψ(∅) <∞ holds for every inonsisteny
pair (ϕ, ψ). Let T ′ be a redut of T . For formulas ϕ and ψ in the signature
of T ′, (ϕ, ψ) is an inonsisteny pair for T ′ if and only if it is an inonsisteny
pair for T . Moreover, Dϕ,ψ(∅) is the maximal n < ω suh that for the unique
ξ ∈ {(ϕ, ψ)}n the type divpatξp from Theorem 2.21 is onsistent. Sine this
type is independent of the ambient theory, it does not matter whether we
evaluate Dϕ,ψ in T or in T
′
. Thus if T is simple then so is T ′.
One onsequene is that if T eq is simple, then so is its redut T . We now
show the onverse. So suppose T is simples and (ϕ, ψ) is a k-inonsisteny
pair for T eq. We may assume that as muh as possible is oded in a single
imaginary variable, so ϕ ≡ ϕ(x; y) and ψ ≡ ψ(y<k). The sorts of x and
y orrespond to denable equivalene relations ǫx and ǫy. Now onsider
ϕ′(x¯; y¯) ≡ ϕ(x¯/ǫx; y¯/ǫy) and ψ
′(y¯<k) ≡ ψ(y¯0/ǫy, . . . , y¯k−1/ǫy). ϕ
′
and ψ′
an be expressed in T , and (ϕ′, ψ′) is a k-inonsisteny pair for T . Clearly
Dϕ,ψ(∅) = Dϕ′,ψ′(∅), so T
eq
also satises ondition (3) of Theorem 2.32.
The following remark shows that we an also apply Theorem 2.27 to get
an alternative haraterisation of |⌣
f
in a simple theory.
Remark 2.34. Ξ is transitive and normal.
Proof. For transitivity of Ξ suppose C |⌣
Ξ
D
a¯0, D ⊆ C and ϕ(y¯; a¯0) (ϕ, ψ)-
divides over D, witnessed by a¯<ω. By ompatness and Fat 1.11 we may
assume that a¯<ω is D-indisernible. Sine C |⌣
d
D
a¯0 we may assume that a¯<ω
is in fat C-indisernible. Thus a¯<ω witnesses that ϕ(y¯; a¯0) (ϕ, ψ)-divides
over C.
For normality of Ξ just observe that ψ(y¯<k) is a k-inonsisteny witness
for ϕ(x¯, z¯; y¯) i ψ(y¯<k) ∧ z0 = z1 = . . . zk−1 is a k-inonsisteny witness for
ϕ(x¯; z¯, y¯).
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Notes
Apart from the style of presentation, nothing is new in this setion.
2.7 A better theorem on thorn-forking
Denition 2.35. We dene the following subset of Ξ:
Ξ
M
=
{(
ϕ(x¯; uv¯), ψ((uv¯)<k)
)
∈ Ξ
∣∣∣
ψ((uv¯)<k) ≡
∧
i<j<k
(ui 6= uj ∧ v¯i = v¯j)
}
.
Note that if ψ((uv¯)<k) (as in the denition) is a k-inonsisteny witness for
ϕ(x¯; uv¯), then whenever ϕ(a¯; gh¯) holds, g must be algebrai over a¯h¯.
Proposition 2.36. Some properties of |⌣
Ξ
M
:
(1) |⌣
Ξ
M
has the following haraterisation:
A |⌣
Ξ
M
C
B ⇐⇒
(
acl(AD) ∩B ⊆ aclD
for every set D suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ BC
)
.
(2) Ξ
M
is transitive and normal.
(3) A |⌣
M
C
B implies A |⌣
Ξ
M
C
B.
(4) |⌣
þ = |⌣
M∗= |⌣
Ξ
M
∗
.
Proof. (1) Suppose there is a set D suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ BC and acl(a¯D) ∩
B * aclD. So there is an element e ∈ acl(a¯D) ∩ B \ aclD. Let α(u, a¯, d¯)
with d¯ ∈ D be an algebrai formula realised by e.
Then for some k < ω, |= ϕ(a¯; ed¯) holds, where ϕ(x¯; uv¯) ≡ α(u, x¯, v¯) ∧
∃<ku
′α(u′, x¯, v¯). We set ψ((uv¯)<k) ≡
∧
i<j<k(ui 6= uj ∧ v¯i = v¯j). Clearly
(ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ
M
.
Let e<ω be a sequene of distint realisations of the (non-algebrai) type
tp(e/D). Then the sequene (eid¯)i<ω witnesses that tp(a¯/BC) (ϕ, ψ)-divides
over C. Hene a¯ 6 |⌣
Ξ
M
C
B.
Conversely, suppose a¯ 6 |⌣
Ξ
M
C
B. So tp(a¯/BC) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C for
some (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ
M
. Let this be witnessed by (eid¯)i<ω. We may assume that
e0d¯ ∈ BC.
Sine eid¯ ≡C ej d¯ for i < j < ω, ei ≡Cd¯ ej holds as well, so the sequene
e<ω witnesses that e0 6∈ acl(Cd¯). In partiular, e0 ∈ BC \ C, so e0 ∈ B.
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Moreover, |= ϕ(a¯; e0d¯) implies that e0 ∈ acl(a¯d¯) ⊆ acl(a¯Cd¯). So hoosing
D = Cd¯ we get e0 ∈ acl(a¯D) ∩ B \ aclD.
(2) For transitivity suppose D ⊆ C, C |⌣
Ξ
M
D
gh¯ and ϕ(y¯; a¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides
over D, where (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ
M
. Note that a¯ = gh¯ and g is not algebrai over Dh¯.
By (1) we have acl(Ch¯)∩{g} ⊆ acl(Dh¯), so g is not algebrai over Ch¯. Hene
there is a sequene (g¯i)i<ω of distint elements gi ≡Ch¯ g. It is easy to see that
the sequene (gih¯)i<ω witnesses the fat that ϕ(y¯; a¯) (ϕ, ψ)-divides over C.
For normality just observe that ϕ(x¯, z¯; y¯) and ψ(y¯<k) are of the form
neessary for (ϕ, ψ) ∈ Ξ
M
by Denition 2.35 i ϕ(x¯; z¯, y¯) and ψ′(y¯<k, z¯<k) ≡
ψ(y¯) ∧ z0 = z1 = · · · = zk−1 are of this form.
(3) Suppose A |⌣
M
C
B. So acl(AD) ∩ acl(BD) ⊆ aclD for every set D
suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ acl(BC). Hene acl(AD) ∩ B ⊆ aclD for every set D
suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ BC.
(4) |⌣
þ = |⌣
M∗
by denition. A |⌣
M∗
C
B implies A |⌣
Ξ
M
∗
C
B by (2).
For the onverse suppose A |⌣
Ξ
M
∗
C
B holds and we are given Bˆ ⊇ B. Let
A′ ≡BC A be suh that A |⌣
Ξ
M
C
acl(BˆC). Then acl(A′D) ∩ acl(BˆC) ⊆ aclD
for every set D suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ acl(BˆC).
Sine acl(BˆC) = acl(BˆD), and sine aclD ⊆ acl(AD) ∩ acl(BˆD) holds
trivially, A′ |⌣
M
C
acl(BˆC) follows.
It is not true in general that |⌣
Ξ
M= |⌣
M
: Let T be the theory of an ev-
erywhere innite forest, as in Example 1.31. Let a, b0 and b1 be nodes
suh that |= Rab0, |= Rab1 and |= b0 6= b1. Then a 6 |⌣
M
∅
b0b1 beause a ∈
acl(a)∩ acl(b0b1) \ acl ∅. But a |⌣
Ξ
M
∅
b0b1 holds. This an be veried by hek-
ing acl(aD) ∩ {b0, b1} ⊆ aclD for the four possible values of D suh that
∅ ⊆ D ⊆ {b0, b1}.
Theorem 2.37. |⌣
þ
is an independene relation for T if and only if the
following, equivalent, onditions are satised:
(1) |⌣
þ
satises the loal harater axiom.
(2) |⌣
M
satises the loal harater axiom.
(3) Dϕ,ψ(∅) <∞ for every (ϕ, ψ) ∈ ΞM.
(4) A |⌣
þ
C
B implies B |⌣
þ
C
A.
(5) A |⌣
þ
C
B implies B |⌣
M
C
A.
(6) T admits a strit independene relation.
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Moreover, in a theory T satisfying these onditions, |⌣
þ
is the oarsest strit
independene relation.
In partiular, T is rosy i T eq satises the equivalent onditions above.
Proof. First note that |⌣
þ = |⌣
Ξ
M
∗
by Proposition 2.36. Therefore we an
apply Theorem 2.29: (1), (3) and (4) are equivalent, and they hold if and
only if |⌣
þ
is an independene relation. Moreover, they are equivalent to (2')
|⌣
Ξ
M
satises the loal harater axiom, and to (5') A |⌣
þ
C
B implies B |⌣
Ξ
M
C
A.
The `moreover' statement and the equivalene of (6) with the other on-
ditions are by Theorem 1.30.
Finally, (1) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (2') and (4) =⇒ (5) =⇒ (5') sine
A |⌣
þ
C
B =⇒ A |⌣
M
C
B =⇒ A |⌣
Ξ
M
C
B by Proposition 2.36 (3) and (4).
Moreover, by Proposition 2.36 (2), if |⌣
þ
is an independene relation then
we also have an alternative haraterisation of |⌣
þ
by Theorem 2.27.
Corollary 2.38. Every redut of a rosy theory is rosy.
Proof. Use ondition (3) as in Corollary 2.33.
Theorem 2.39. The relation |⌣
M
is a (strit) independene relation i it is
symmetri.
Proof. If |⌣
M
is symmetri, ondition (5) of Theorem 2.37 is satised, and so
|⌣
þ
is an independene relation and therefore satises existene. Hene |⌣
M
satises existene as well. Using symmetry and transitivity of |⌣
M
it is easy
to see that |⌣
M
also satises extension, so |⌣
M = |⌣
þ
. Conversely, if |⌣
M
is an
independene relation, then |⌣
M
is symmetri by Theorem 1.14.
The property of |⌣
M
being symmetri is not stable under taking reduts:
Example 2.40. (Symmetry of |⌣
M
is not preserved under reduts)
Let T0 be the theory, in the signature of one unary funtion f , whih states
the following: there is at least one element; for every element b there are
innitely many elements a suh that f(a) = b; and f has no periodi points.
Note that T is omplete.
Let T be the theory extending T0, in the signature onsisting of f and
a binary relation E, stating that ∀xy(Exy ↔ f(x) = y ∨ f(y) = x). Then
A |⌣
M
C
B ⇐⇒ acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) = aclC, so |⌣
M
is learly symmetri. Yet
the theory of an everywhere innite forest from Example 1.31, for whih |⌣
M
is not symmetri, is a redut of T .
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Exerises
Exerise 2.41. (M-symmetry)
(i) Two algebraially losed sets A and B form a modular pair in the lattie of
algebraially losed sets, written M(A,B), if the following rule holds: For any
algebraially losed set C ⊆ B, acl(AC) ∩ B = acl(C(A ∩ B)). Show that
M(A,B) ⇐⇒ A |⌣
M
A∩B
B.
(ii) A lattie is alled M-symmetri if M(A,B) =⇒ M(B,A). Show that |⌣
M
is
symmetri i the lattie of algebraially losed sets is M-symmetri.
Notes
The ore of the results presented in this setion is, of ourse, from Alf Onshuus.
The entire development of the theory as presented here, however, is new. This is
true, in partiular, for the use of inonsisteny pairs for thorn-forking, the denition
of Ξ
M
, and Theorem 2.39.
Exerise 2.41 is from [Sh96℄. M-symmetri latties are studied in a general
ontext in [Ste99℄. Note that a nite lattie is M-symmetri i it is semimodular.
Theorem 2.39 is a generalisation of [Sh96, Theorems 6.2.8 and 6.2.10℄, whih state
that |⌣
M
is an independene relation if the lattie of algebraially losed subsets
of the big model is M-symmetri and one of two additional onditions is satised.
One of the additional onditions is simpliity of T . The other is strong atomiity
of the lattie of algebraially losed sets (a ondition that, in onjuntion with
M-symmetry, is roughly equivalent to the Steinitz exhange property for acl).
Example 2.40 is due to Wilfrid Hodges and rst appeared in [EPP90℄. It has
beome the standard example of a 1-based stable theory with a redut that is not
1-based. It an also be found in [Pil96, Chapter 4, Example 6.1℄.
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Chapter 3
Thorn-forking
This hapter overs some topis around the onepts of anonial bases in
T eq, both of types and of sequenes of indisernibles. It is not intended to be
self-ontained. It is based on Chapter 1 and a previous familiarity with simple
theories, but it is ompletely independent of Chapter 2. The title is sort of
justied by the fat that, as we will see, only thorn-forking independene an
have anonial bases.
If I is a linearly ordered set, we oasionally write a¯∈I for the I-sequene
(a¯i)i∈I . Sequenes of indisernibles an be indexed by an arbitrary innite
linearly ordered set I.
3.1 Canonial independene relations
Independene relations (on T eq) that appear in the real world often have the
following property:
Denition 3.1. A relation |⌣ has the intersetion property if it satises the
following ondition:
(intersetion)
Suppose C1 ⊆ B and C2 ⊆ B are suh that A |⌣C1
B and A |⌣C2
B.
Then A |⌣aclC1∩aclC2
B.
An independene relation is anonial if it is strit and has the intersetion
property.
Note that if T is a simple theory with elimination of hyperimaginaries
(suh as a stable or supersimple theory), then |⌣
f
is a anonial independene
relation for T eq, beause a¯ |⌣
f
C
B holds for C ⊆ B i cb(stp(a¯/B)) ⊆ acleqC.
It is surprisingly easy to see that there an be at most one strit independene
relation with this property:
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose |⌣ is a anonial independene relation.
Then a¯ |⌣C B if and only if there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of BC-indisernibles
that realise tp(a¯/BC) and suh that acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = aclC for all
k < ω.
Proof. First suppose that a¯ |⌣C B. By Proposition 1.12 there is a |⌣ -Morley
sequene in tp(a¯/BC) over C. By Proposition 1.9 and nite harater,
a¯<k |⌣C a¯≥k for all k < ω. Hene Ca¯<k |⌣C Ca¯≥k. By anti-reexivity,
acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = aclC. Note that for this diretion it is only nees-
sary that |⌣ is a strit independene relation.
Conversely, suppose there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of BC-indisernibles real-
ising tp(a¯/BC) and suh that acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = aclC for all k < ω.
Let κ be a regular ardinal number suiently big for the loal harater ax-
iom. Dene a totally ordered set I = κ+{∗}+κ′, where κ′ is a disjoint opy of
κ having the opposite order, and ∗ is a new element greater than any element
of κ and smaller than any element of κ′. Let (a¯i)i∈I be a BC-indisernible
extension of (a¯i)i<ω. Note that acl(Ca¯∈κ) ∩ acl(Ca¯∈κ′) = aclC.
By nite harater and symmetry it is suient to prove that a¯ |⌣C b¯ for
every nite tuple b¯ ∈ B. So let b¯ ∈ B be a nite tuple.
By loal harater there is a subset D ⊆ a¯<κC suh that |D| < κ and
b¯ |⌣D a¯<κC. By regularity of κ there is λ < κ suh that D ⊆ a¯<λC. There-
fore, by base monotoniity, b¯ |⌣ a¯<λC
a¯<κC. Now using nite harater it is
easy to see that b¯ |⌣ a¯<λC
a¯∈IC. Hene, using base monotoniity again (and
monotoniity), b¯ |⌣ a¯∈κC a¯∗.
Sine the setup is symmetri with respet to reversing the order of I,
b¯ |⌣ a¯∈κ′C
a¯∗ holds as well.
Applying the intersetion property we get b¯ |⌣aclC a¯∗. On the other hand
b¯ |⌣C aclC by extension. Applying symmetry to the last two statements,
and then transitivity, we get a¯∗ |⌣C b¯, hene a¯ |⌣C b¯.
Theorem 3.3. If |⌣ is a anonial independene relation, then |⌣ = |⌣
þ
.
Proof. Suppose |⌣ is a anonial independene relation. By Theorem 1.30 it
follows that |⌣
þ
is a (strit) independene relation, and it is the oarsest, so
a¯ |⌣C B =⇒ a¯ |⌣
þ
C
B. Therefore the only thing left to show is a¯ |⌣
þ
C
B =⇒
a¯ |⌣C B. So suppose a¯ |⌣
þ
C
B. As in the rst part of the proof of Lemma 3.2,
there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of BC-indisernibles realising tp(a¯/BC) and suh
that acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = aclC for all k < ω. Hene by Lemma 3.2,
a¯ |⌣C B.
There are rosy theories for whih |⌣
þ
is not anonial; f. Setion A.3 in
the appendix.
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose T is simple and has elimination of hyperimaginaries
(e. g., T is stable or supersimple). Then |⌣
f = |⌣
þ
, and this is the only strit
independene relation for T eq.
Proof. If T is simple, |⌣
f
is a strit independene relation on T eq, and types
have anonial bases as hyperimaginary elements. If T also has elimination of
hyperimaginaries, then types have anonial bases as sequenes of imaginary
elements. Therefore |⌣
f
satises the intersetion property. Hene by the
theorem, |⌣
f = |⌣
þ
. Sine |⌣
f
is the nest strit independene relation for T eq
and |⌣
þ
is the oarsest, |⌣
f = |⌣
þ
is the only one.
Exerises
Exerise 3.5. (independene in a redut)
(i) Suppose T ′ is a redut of T , |⌣ is a strit independene relation for T , and
|⌣
′
is a anonial independene relation for T ′. Let A,B,C be subsets of the big
model of T suh that C = aclC and A |⌣C B in T . Then A |⌣
′
C
B.
(ii) Suppose T is simple and T ′ is a redut of T that has elimination of hyper-
imaginaries. Let A,B,C be subsets of the big model of T suh that C = acleq C
and A |⌣
f
C
B in T . Then A |⌣
f
C
B holds in T ′ as well.
Notes
Lemma 3.2 is from [Sh96, Theorem 1.7.3℄. Theorem 3.3 is the result of ombin-
ing [Sh96, Theorem 1.7.4℄ (whih states that any anonial independene relation
is the oarsest strit independene relation) with Theorem 1.30. The denition
of the term `anonial independene relation' in [Sh96℄ was via existene of weak
anonial bases. Both denitions are in fat equivalent, as will be shown in Theo-
rem 3.20.
|⌣
f = |⌣
þ
, the rst statement of Corollary 3.4, is proved for stable theories
in [Ons03a℄, and stated for simple theories with stable forking in [Ons03b℄. The
generalisation to simple theories with elimination of hyperimaginaries was rst
proved, in a dierent way, by Clifton Ealy.
3.2 Kernels of indisernibles
Reall the onvention that sequenes of indisernibles are innite by deni-
tion.
Denition 3.6. The kernel of a sequene of indisernibles (a¯i)i∈I is the set
ker(a¯i)i∈I =
{
d
∣∣ d ∈ dcl(a¯∈I) and (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over d}.
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The algebrai kernel of a sequene of indisernibles (a¯i)i∈I is the set
aker(a¯i)i∈I =
{
d
∣∣ d ∈ acl(a¯∈I) and (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over d}.
For the (algebrai) kernel omputed in T eq we write kereq and akereq.
We will see below that (a¯i)i∈I is atually indisernible over ker(a¯i)i∈I , so
the kernel is the greatest set denable over the sequene over whih it is
indisernible. Similarly, the algebrai kernel is the greatest set algebrai over
the sequene over whih it is indisernible.
Denition 3.7. Two sequenes (a¯i)i∈I , (a¯j)j∈J of indisernibles are leanly
ollinear if one of their onatenations (a¯i)i∈I+J and (a¯i)i∈J+I is indisernible.
(I + J denotes the disjoint union ordered in suh a way that I < J .) We
write ≈ for the transitive losure of lean ollinearity.
Theorem 3.8. Properties of the kernel:
(1) The kernel is a ≈-invariant:
(a¯i)i∈I ≈ (b¯j)j∈J =⇒ ker(a¯i)i∈I = ker(b¯j)j∈J .
(2) If (a¯i)i∈I and (b¯j)j∈J are leanly ollinear,
then ker(a¯i)i∈I = dcl(a¯∈I) ∩ dcl(b¯∈J ).
(3) ker(a¯i)i∈I = dcl ker(a¯i)i∈I .
(4) (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over ker(a¯i)i∈I .
Proof. (1) We may assume that (a¯i)i∈I and (b¯j)j∈J are leanly ollinear.
Moreover, it sues to prove ker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆ ker(b¯j)j∈J . So suppose d ∈
ker(a¯i)i∈I . Sine (b¯j)j∈J is indisernible over a¯∈I and d ∈ dcl
(
a¯∈I
)
, (b¯j)j∈J is
indisernible over d.
Sine d ∈ dcl(a¯∈I), there are i0 < . . . < ik−1 in I and a formula ϕ(x¯<k, y¯)
suh that ϕ(a¯i0 , . . . , a¯ik−1, y¯) is a denition of d. Choose any j0 < . . . < jk−1 in
J . Then by indisernibility of the onatenated sequene, ϕ(b¯j0, . . . , b¯jk−1, y¯)
is also a denition of d. Therefore d ∈ dcl(b¯∈J).
(2) ker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆ dcl(b¯∈J ) follows from (1) and the denition of the kernel.
The opposite inlusion holds beause d ∈ dcl(b∈J) implies that (a¯i)i∈I is
indisernible over d.
(3) It follows from (2) that the kernel an be written as the intersetion
of two dcl-losed sets, so it is itself losed under dcl.
(4) Let (b¯j)j∈J be leanly ollinear with (a¯i)i∈I . Then (a¯i)i∈I is indis-
ernible over (b¯j)j∈J , hene also over dcl
(
(b¯j)j∈J
)
, hene also over ker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆
dcl
(
(b¯j)j∈J
)
.
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Remark 3.9. If a sequene (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over a set B, then it is
also indisernible over aclB.
Proof. Suppose not. We may assume that I is suh that we an extrat a
sequene from (a¯i)i∈I that is indisernible over aclB. Sine the fat that
the extrated sequene is indisernible over aclB an be expressed by the
type of the sequene over B, the original sequene must also be indisernible
over aclB.
Lemma 3.10. In T eq, the algebrai kernel is just the algebrai losure of the
kernel:
akereq(a¯i)i∈I = acl
eq kereq(a¯i)i∈I
Proof. Suppose d ∈ acleq kereq(a¯i)i∈I . Let d¯ ∈ ker
eq(a¯i)i∈I be a nite tuple
suh that d ∈ acleq(d¯). Then learly d ∈ acleq(d¯) ⊆ acleq(a¯∈I), and (a¯i)i∈I is
indisernible over d¯ by Theorem 3.8 (4). Hene (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over
d ∈ acleq(d¯).
Conversely, suppose d ∈ acleq(a¯∈I) and (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over d. Let
D be the set of onjugates of d over acleq(a¯∈I). Sine D is nite, there is an
element e oding it. (This is where we need T eq.) Clearly e ∈ dcleq(a¯∈I).
It is easy to see that (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over d
′
for every d′ ∈ D. Hene
D ⊆ kereq
(
(a¯i)i∈I
)
. By Theorem 3.8 (4), (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible overD, hene
also over e. Thus e ∈ kereq(a¯i)i∈I) and d ∈ acl
eq(e) ⊆ acleq kereq(a¯i)i∈I .
Theorem 3.11. Properties of the algebrai kernel:
(1) The algebrai kernel is a ≈-invariant:
(a¯i)i∈I ≈ (b¯j)j∈J =⇒ aker(a¯i)i∈I = aker(b¯j)j∈J .
(2) If (a¯i)i∈I and (b¯j)j∈J are leanly ollinear,
then aker(a¯i)i∈I = acl(a¯∈I) ∩ acl(b¯∈J ).
(3) aker a¯i)i∈I = acl aker(a¯i)i∈I .
(4) (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over aker(a¯i)i∈I .
Proof. (1) It would be straightforward to prove this diretly, in the same way
as Theorem 3.11 (1). Instead we note the following equation:
aker(a¯i)i∈I =M∩ aker
eq(a¯i)i∈I =M∩ acl
eq kereq(a¯i)i∈I . (∗)
By means this equation the statement is immediate from Theorem 3.8 (1).
(2) aker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆ acl(a¯∈I) follows from the denition of the kernel. Anal-
ogously, aker(a¯i)i∈I = aker(b¯j)j∈J ⊆ acl(b¯∈J ). The opposite inlusion holds
beause d ∈ acl(b∈J) implies that (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over d.
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(3) also follows immediately from (∗). (It is also straightforward to infer
(3) from (2) as in Theorem 3.8 (3).)
(4) (a¯i)i∈I is indisernible over ker
eq(a¯i)i∈I by Theorem 3.8. Hene (a¯i)i∈I
is indisernible over aker(a¯i)i∈I by (∗).
Denition 3.12. A set of indisernibles (a¯i)i∈I is based on a set B if every
automorphism σ of the big model that xes B pointwise satises
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
≈
(a¯i)i∈I . The set B is a anonial base for (a¯i)i∈I if the onverse is also true.
If a sequene of indisernibles has a anonial base at all, then it is unique
up to interdenability. But the anonial base of a sequene of indisernibles
need not exist:
Example 3.13. (A sequene without a anonial base)
Let T be the theory of a dense linear order without endpoints. Consider
the type p
(
(xi)i∈Q
)
= {xi < xj | i < j}. Now let
(
(ani )i∈Q
)
n<ω
be a se-
quene of sequenes (ani )i∈Q realising this type, and more preisely a
n
i < a
m
j
i either i < j, or i = j and n < m. The sequene is indisernible, and
any two elements are equivalent under the type-denable equivalene rela-
tion E
(
(xi)i∈Q, (yi)i∈Q
)
= {xi < yj ∧ yi < xj | i < j}. Therefore every
automorphism of the big model that xes the ≈-lass of the sequene also
xes the E-lass of the sequene. Yet ker
(
(ani )i∈Q
)
n<ω
= ∅. (Note that E
also witnesses that T does not eliminate hyperimaginaries.)
Remark 3.14. Let (a¯i)i∈I be an indisernible sequene. Every automor-
phism σ of the big model that satises
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
≈ (a¯i)i∈I xes ker
(
(a¯i)i∈I
)
pointwise.
Proof. Suppose σ satises
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
≈ (a¯i)i∈I . It is easy to see that there
are sequenes (a¯i)i∈I = (a¯
(0)
i )i∈I , (a¯
(1)
i )i∈I , . . . , (a¯
(n)
i )i∈I =
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
suh that
(a¯
(j)
i )i∈I and (a¯
(j+1)
i )i∈I are leanly ollinear. Let σ
(0)
be the identity auto-
morphism of the big model, σ(n) = σ and σ(j) for 0 < j < n an arbitrary
automorphism suh that
(
σ(j)(a¯i)
)
i∈I
= (a¯
(j)
i )i∈I . It is learly suient to
prove the remark for the automorphisms σ(j+1) ◦ (σ(j))−1.
Therefore we may assume that (a¯i)i∈I and
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
are leanly ollinear.
Sine the onatenated sequene is indisernible over ker(a¯i)i∈I , there is an
automorphism τ of the big model that xes ker(a¯i)i∈I pointwise and suh
that
(
τ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
=
(
σ(a¯i)
)
i∈I
. Sine σ and τ agree on a¯∈I , they also agree on
ker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆ dcl(a¯∈I). Thus σ also xes ker(a¯i)i∈I pointwise.
Corollary 3.15. If an indisernible sequene (a¯i)i∈I has a anonial base,
then the anonial base is interdenable with ker(a¯i)i∈I .
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Proof. Let (a¯i)i∈I be an indisernible sequene that has a anonial base B.
By Remark 3.14, every automorphism of the big model that xes B pointwise
also xes ker(a¯i)i∈I pointwise, so ker(a¯i)i∈I ⊆ dclB.
For the onverse, rst note that an automorphism xing a¯∈I also xes
a¯∈I/ ≈, hene xes B pointwise. Now onsider a sequene (b¯j)j∈J that is
leanly ollinear with (a¯i)i∈I . Then B ⊆ dcl(a¯∈I)∩dcl(b¯∈J ), soB ⊆ ker(a¯i)i∈I .
Therefore dclB = ker(a¯i)i∈I .
Notes
The kernel was rst dened by the author of [Sh96℄, who has hanged his surname
and his treatment of kernels sine then. He now alls `algebrai kernel' what he
used to all `kernel'. The anonial base of a sequene of indisernibles was dened
by Steven Buehler in [Bue97℄. The relation of this notion to the kernel as stated
in Corollary 3.15 is new.
Generalisation of this setion (and, in fat, the entire hapter) to hyperimagi-
naries is essentially straightforward. A paper arrying this out is in preparation.
3.3 Weak anonial bases
In the following variant of Lemma 3.2 the hard diretion is strengthened:
Lemma 3.16. Suppose |⌣ is a anonial independene relation.
Then a¯ |⌣C B if and only if there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of BC-indisernibles
that realise tp(a¯/BC) and suh that acl(a¯<k)∩acl(a¯≥k) ⊆ aclC for all k < ω.
Proof. The `only if' part is a weakening of the `only if' part of Lemma 3.16.
Conversely, suppose there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of BC-indisernibles real-
ising tp(a¯/BC) and suh that acl(a¯<k) ∩ acl(a¯≥k) ⊆ aclC for all k < ω. Let
(κ = |T |+ |BC|)+. Dene a totally ordered set I = κ+ {∗}+ κ′, where κ′ is
a disjoint opy of κ having the opposite order, and ∗ is a new element greater
than any element of κ and smaller than any element of κ′. Let (a¯i)i∈I be a
BC-indisernible extension of (a¯i)i<ω. Note that acl(a¯∈κ)∩acl(a¯∈κ′) ⊆ aclC.
By symmetry it is suient to prove that a¯ |⌣C B.
By extended loal harater (see Exerise 1.6 (ii)) there is a subset D ⊆
a¯<κ suh that |D| < κ and BC |⌣D a¯<κ. By regularity of κ there is λ < κ
suh that D ⊆ a¯<λ. Therefore, by base monotoniity, BC |⌣ a¯<λ
a¯<κ. Now
using nite harater it is easy to see that BC |⌣ a¯<λ
a¯∈I . Hene, using base
monotoniity again (and monotoniity), BC |⌣ a¯∈κ
a¯∗.
Sine the setup is symmetri with respet to reversing the order of I,
BC |⌣ a¯∈κ′
a¯∗ holds as well.
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Applying the intersetion property we get BC |⌣D a¯∗, where D is de-
ned as D = acl(a¯∈κ) ∩ acl(a¯∈κ′) ⊆ aclC. By symmetry, a¯∗ |⌣DBC, and
by extension, a¯∗ |⌣DB aclC. Hene a¯∗ |⌣aclC B by base monotoniity and
monotoniity.
On the other hand a¯∗ |⌣C aclC by extension. Applying symmetry to the
last two statements, and then transitivity, we get B |⌣C a¯∗, hene B |⌣C a¯,
hene a¯ |⌣C B.
The following theorem is essentially just a more oneptual re-formulation
of Lemma 3.16:
Theorem 3.17. Let |⌣ be a anonial independene relation.
Then a¯ |⌣C B holds if and only if there is a sequene (a¯i)i<ω of indisernibles
realising tp(a¯/BC) suh that aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC.
Proof. To redue the theorem to Lemma 3.16, it sues to prove that for
a BC-indisernible sequene (a¯i)i<ω, aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC holds if and only if
acl(a¯<k) ∩ acl(a¯≥k) ⊆ aclC holds for all k < ω.
For the `if' part of the laim, suppose aker
(
(a¯i)i<ω
)
⊆ aclC holds. Let
I be a totally ordered set and J = I + ω. Let (a¯j)j∈J be a BC-indisernible
extension of (a¯i)i<ω. Then for every k < ω, (a¯i)i∈J,i<k and (a¯i)i∈J,i≥k are
leanly ollinear sequenes of BC-indisernibles. Hene acl(a¯<k)∩acl(a¯≥k) ⊆
aker(a¯i)i∈J ⊆ aclC.
For the `only if' part of the laim, suppose acl(a¯<k) ∩ acl(a¯≥k) ⊆ aclC
holds for all k < ω and onsider an arbitrary element d ∈ aker a¯i)i<ω of the
algebrai kernel. Let ϕ(x¯<k, y) be suh that ϕ(a¯<k, y) is an algebrai formula
realised by d. Sine (a¯i)i<ω is indisernible over d, ϕ(a¯k+1, . . . , a¯2k, y) is also
an algebrai formula realised by d. Hene d ∈ acl(a¯<k)∩acl(a¯≥k) ⊆ aclC.
Corollary 3.18. Let |⌣ be a anonial independene relation.
A sequene (a¯i)i<ω of C-indisernibles is a |⌣-Morley sequene for tp(a¯0/C)
if and only if aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC.
Proof. First suppose aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC. Then a¯0 |⌣C{a¯i | 0 < i < ω}
by Theorem 3.17, so (a¯i)i<ω is |⌣ -independent over C, hene a |⌣ -Morley
sequene over C. Conversely, suppose (a¯i)i<ω is a |⌣ -Morley sequene over C.
Consider a C-indisernible extension (a¯i)i<ω+ω of (a¯i)i<ω. Then a¯<ω |⌣C{a¯i |
ω ≤ i < ω + ω}, so aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC by anti-reexivity of |⌣ .
Denition 3.19. Let |⌣ be an independene relation, a¯ a tuple and B =
aclB an algebraially losed set. An algebraially losed set C ⊆ B is alled
the weak anonial base (with respet to |⌣) of tp(a¯/B) if C is the smallest
algebraially losed subset of B suh that a¯ |⌣C B.
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We say that |⌣ has weak anonial bases if tp(a¯/B) has a weak anonial
base for every tuple a¯ and every algebraially losed set B.
Thus C = aclC ⊆ B = aclB is the weak anonial base of tp(a¯/B) i
a¯ |⌣C B holds, and for every D = aclD ⊆ B suh that a¯ |⌣D B we have
C ⊆ D. If a type has a weak anonial base, then it is of ourse unique.
Theorem 3.20. A strit independene relation has weak anonial bases if
and only if it is anonial.
Moreover, if |⌣ is a anonial independene relation and B is an al-
gebraially losed set, then the weak anonial base of a type tp(a¯/B) is
aker(a¯i)i<ω, where (a¯i)i<ω is an arbitrary |⌣-Morley sequene for tp(a¯/B).
Proof. First suppose |⌣ has weak anonial bases and C1 ⊆ B and C2 ⊆ B
are suh that a¯ |⌣C1
B and a¯ |⌣C1
B. It easily follows that a¯ |⌣ aclC1
aclB and
a¯ |⌣aclC1
aclB also hold. Thus if C is the weak anonial base of tp(a¯/ aclB),
then C ⊆ aclC1 and C ⊆ aclC2. Hene C ⊆ aclC1 ∩ aclC2, and so
a¯ |⌣aclC1∩aclC2
aclB by base monotoniity.
Conversely, suppose |⌣ is a anonial independene relation. Let B be an
algebraially losed set and (a¯i)i<ω a |⌣ -Morley sequene for tp(a¯/B). Then
C = aker(a¯i)i<ω is a weak anonial base for tp(a¯/B) (note that this also
proves the `moreover' part):
First we observe that in fat C ⊆ B by Corollary 3.18. It follows from
Theorem 3.17 that a¯ |⌣C B. Finally we need to prove minimality of C. So
suppose C ′ ⊆ B and a¯ |⌣C′ B. Then (a¯i)i<ω is a |⌣ -Morley sequene over C
′
.
Hene by Corollary 3.18, C = aker(a¯i)i<ω ⊆ aclC
′
holds.
Exerises
Exerise 3.21. (weak anonial bases)
Suppose |⌣ is a anonial independene relation. Given a tuple a¯ and an
algebraially losed set B, let wcb(a¯/B) denote the weak anonial base of tp(a¯/B).
(i) a¯ ≡B a¯
′
implies wcb(a¯/ aclB) = wcb(a¯′/ aclB). Hene it is in no way
misleading to dene wcb(a¯/B) = wcb(a¯/ aclB) if B is not algebraially losed.
(ii) If a¯′ is a subtuple of a¯, then wcb(a¯′/B) ⊆ wcb(a¯/B).
(iii) The following onditions are equivalent for a tuple a¯ and sets B,C:
(1) a¯ |⌣C B, (2) wcb(a¯/BC) ⊆ aclC, (3) wcb(a¯/BC) = wcb(a¯/C).
Notes
Theorem 3.20 is new. Weak anonial bases in the sense of this setion were
dened in [Sh96℄. They rst appeared, with a dierent denition, in [EPP90℄.
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The denition in [EPP90℄ implies stability, and both denitions are equivalent for
stable theories.
3.4 Canonial bases in simple theories
If T is a stable theory or, more generally, a simple theory with elimination
of hyperimaginaries, then forking independene is a anonial independene
relation for T eq beause an amalgamation base tp(a¯/B) does not fork over
a subset C ⊆ B if and only if cb(a¯/B) ⊆ acleqC, and so acleq cb(a¯/B)
is the weak anonial base of tp(a¯/B). Hene cb(a¯/B) is haraterised by
Theorem 3.20 up to interalgebraiity. (Note that cb(a¯/B) is only dened up
to interdenability. So it makes sense to regard cb(a¯/B) as a denably losed
set.) In this setion we will try to improve this result. We will also see that
the phenomenon exhibited by Example 3.13 annot our in this ontext.
We will need the well-known fat that the type of an indisernible se-
quene over a leanly ollinear sequene is an amalgamation base:
Remark 3.22. Suppose a¯∈I and b¯∈J are leanly ollinear sequenes of indis-
ernibles. Then tp(a¯∈I/b¯∈J) is a strong type.
Proof. We may assume that the onatenation a¯∈I
ab¯∈J is indisernible (oth-
erwise exhange a¯∈I and b¯∈J). Suppose a¯
′
∈I realises tp(a¯∈I/b¯∈J ). Consider a
nite equivalene relation ϕ(x¯0 . . . x¯n−1, x¯
′
0 . . . x¯
′
n−1) denable over b¯∈J . We
need to show that |= ϕ(a¯i0 . . . a¯in−1 , a¯
′
i0 . . . a¯
′
in−1) for any i0 < · · · < in−1 in I.
Note that by indisernibility all tuples a¯i0 . . . a¯n−1 (i0 < · · · < in−1 in
I) must be equivalent, sine otherwise all would have to be inequivalent,
whih is impossible beause ϕ has only nitely many lasses. By ompat-
ness there is a sequene c¯<ω suh that a¯∈I
ac¯<ω
ab¯∈J and a¯∈I
ac¯<ω
ab¯∈J are
both indisernible. Now learly a¯i0 . . . a¯in−1 , c¯0 . . . c¯n−1 and a¯
′
i0 . . . a¯
′
in−1 are
ϕ-equivalent.
For the rest of this setion we work in T eq for a xed simple theory T
with elimination of hyperimaginaries (EHI), and we freely use well-known
fats about simple theories (f. [Kim96℄, [KP97℄ and [HKP00℄).
Lemma 3.23. (T simple with EHI)
Let a¯∈I and b¯∈J be leanly ollinear sequenes of indisernibles and C =
cb(a¯∈I/b¯∈J). If a¯
′
∈I ≡C a¯∈I , then a¯
′
∈I ≈ a¯∈I .
Proof. Let b¯′∈J be suh that a¯∈I b¯∈J ≡C a¯
′
∈I b¯
′
∈J . Without loss of general-
ity b¯∈J |⌣C b¯
′
∈J (otherwise we an nd a¯
′′
∈I b¯
′′
∈J ≡C a¯∈I b¯∈J independent from
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b¯∈J b¯
′
∈J over C). Note that tp(a¯∈I/b¯∈J ) and tp(a¯
′
∈I/b¯
′
∈J) are non-forking ex-
tensions of the same amalgamation base tp(a¯∈I/b¯∈J). By the amalgamation
theorem for amalgamation bases there is a type tp(c¯∈I/b¯∈J b¯
′
∈J ) whih is a
ommon non-forking extension of both. Sine c¯∈I is leanly ollinear with
both b¯∈J and b¯
′
∈J , we have a¯∈I ≈ b¯∈J ≈ c¯∈I ≈ b¯
′
∈J ≈ a¯
′
∈I .
Remark 3.24. (T simple with EHI)
If b¯∈J is indisernible over a¯, then the relation cb(a¯/b¯∈J ) ⊆ ker b¯∈J holds.
Proof. Let c¯<ω be leanly ollinear with b¯∈J over a¯. Then cb(a¯/b¯∈J) =
cb(a¯/c¯<ω) is denable over b¯∈J and over c¯∈K , hene cb(a¯/b¯∈J) ⊆ dcl b¯∈J ∩
dcl c¯<ω = ker b¯∈J .
Putting together the last two results and Remark 3.14, we get something
quite lose to the desired renement of Theorem 3.20:
Theorem 3.25. (T simple with EHI)
If a¯∈I and b¯∈J are leanly ollinear sequenes of indisernibles, then
cb(a¯∈I/b¯∈J ) = ker a¯∈I ,
and this is a anonial base for a¯∈I in the sense of Denition 3.12.
Proof. An automorphism σ of the big model that xes pointwise ker a∈I xes
cb(a¯∈I/b¯∈J) pointwise by Remark 3.24. An automorphism σ that xes point-
wise cb(a¯∈I/b¯∈J ) satises σ(a¯∈I) ≈ a¯∈I by Lemma 3.23. An automorphism
σ that satises σ(a¯∈I) ≈ a¯∈I xes ker a∈I pointwise by Remark 3.14.
Corollary 3.26. (T simple with EHI)
Let p(x¯) be an amalgamation base. If a¯<ω is a Morley sequene for p(x¯), then
cb(p) ⊆ ker(a¯<ω) ⊆ acl cb(p).
Proof. By ompatness there is a sequene b¯<ω suh that the onatenation
b¯<ω
aa¯<ω is still a Morley sequene for p. Note that tp(b¯<ω/a¯<ω) is an amal-
gamation base by Remark 3.22. Hene cb(p) = cb(b¯0/a¯<ω) ⊆ cb(b¯<ω/a¯<ω) =
ker(a¯∈I).
For the inlusion on the right-hand side just observe that ker(a¯<ω) ⊆
aker(a¯<ω) = acl cb(p) beause aker(a¯<ω) is the weak anonial base of p by
Theorem 3.20.
I would have liked to show that cb
(
stp(a¯/B)
)
= ker a¯<ω, but here is a
(perfetly trivial 1-based supersimple) ounter-example:
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Example 3.27. (Alzheimer's random graph)
Consider the following theory T : There are two sorts N and C and a partial
funtion f : N ×N → C. C has preisely 2 elements (`edge' and `no edge').
f(a, b) is dened i a 6= b. If we x an element e ∈ C, the relation f(x, y) = e
denes a random graph on N . Note that dcl ∅ = ∅, while acl ∅ = C. Like the
theory of the random graph T is supersimple.
We have tp(a/∅) ⊢ stp(a/∅) for every single element a ∈ N . For distint
a, b ∈ N , however, we have tp(ab/∅) 6⊢ stp(ab/∅) beause stp(ab/∅) xes
f(a, b) while tp(ab/∅) does not.
Hene for any Morley sequene (ai)i<ω+2 in tp(a/∅) we have cb(aω/a<ω) =
∅ while cb(aωaω+1/a<ω) = C = ker(a<ω).
Yet it turns out that the stronger statement does hold for stable theories:
Corollary 3.28. (T stable)
Let p(x¯) be a stationary type. If a¯<ω is a Morley sequene for p(x¯), then
cb(p) = ker a¯<ω.
Proof. It is suient to show that cb(b¯0/a¯<ω) = cb(b¯<ω/a¯<ω) holds in the
proof of Corollary 3.26. Let C = cb(b¯0/a¯<ω). Sine learly C ⊆ cb(b¯<ω/a¯<ω)
we need only prove cb(b¯<ω/a¯<ω) ⊆ C. b¯<ω |⌣C a¯<ω holds by a standard fork-
ing alulation, so the only thing left to show is that tp(b¯<ω/C) is stationary.
But this is true beause tp(a¯i/C) is stationary for every i < ω and a¯<ω is
independent over C.
Exerises
Exerise 3.29. (1-based theories, f. Exerise 1.7)
Let T be a simple theory with elimination of hyperimaginaries.
(i) T is alled 1-based if A |⌣
f
acleq A∩acleq B
B holds for all A, B. Show that T is
1-based i the lattie of algebraially losed sets in the big model of T eq is modular.
(ii) Show that T is 1-based and perfetly trivial i the lattie of algebraially losed
sets in the big model of T eq is distributive.
Notes
Exerise 3.29 is from [Sh96℄, the rest is new. The entire hapter an be generalised
to hyperimaginariesa paper ontaining the details is in preparation.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Thorn-forkingthe oial denition
Thorn-forking (or þ-forking) is a notion of independene rst dened by
Alf Onshuus as the notion of independene orresponding to ertain ranks
(the thorn-ranks or þ-ranks) suggested by Thomas Sanlon. In this setion I
present the original denition and prove that it is equivalent to the denition
in Setion 1.5 if it is read in T eq (as is the original denition).
Therefore we work in T eq throughout. Here is the denition from [Ons03a,
Denition 2.1℄:
Denition A.1. Let ϕ(x, y) be an L-formula without parameters, let b be
an element, and let C be a set.
• The formula ϕ(x, b) is said to strongly divide over C if
tp(b/C) is not algebrai and
{
ϕ(x, b′)
∣∣ b′ |= tp(b/C)} is k-inonsistent
for some natural number k < ω.
• The formula ϕ(x, b) is said to þ-divide over C if
there is a tuple c suh that ϕ(x, b) strongly divides over Cc.
• The formula ϕ(x, b) is said to þ-fork over C if
it implies a (nite) disjuntion of formulas (with arbitrary parameters),
eah of whih þ-divides over C.
Let us begin with some easy observations about these denitions:
Following Onshuus, we never mentioned identifying logially equivalent
formulas (so we will not do it) or required that b be a anonial parameter
of ϕ(x, b). Thus, if ϕ(x, b) strongly divides over C, z is a variable in a non-
algebrai sort, ψ(x, y, z) is the formula ϕ(x, y) ∧ z = z, and c is an element
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of the same sort as z, then even though ϕ(x, b) and ψ(x, bc) are equivalent,
ψ(x, bc) does not strongly divide over C. More generally, a formula ontaining
an unused parameter of a non-algebrai sort an never þ-divide over any set.
Using ompatness, one an prove that a formula ϕ(x, b) strongly divides
over C if and only if the set {ϕ(x, b′) | b′ |= tp(b/C)} of its C-onjugates
is innite and has no innite onsistent subset. (This is [Ons03a, Remark
2.1.1℄.)
Again using ompatness, it is easy to see that in the denition of þ-
dividing it does not matter whether we demand that c be a nite tuple. In
fat, a formula ϕ(x, b) þ-divides over a set C if and only if it strongly divides
over a superset C ′ ⊇ C of C.
Proposition A.2. Our new denition of þ-forking ( |⌣
þ
as dened in Deni-
tion 1.26) agrees with the original denition by Alf Onshuus:
A |⌣
þ
C
B if and only if for every tuple a ∈ A and every tuple b ∈ BC and
L-formula ϕ(x, y) suh that |= ϕ(a, b), the formula ϕ(x, b) does not þ-fork
over C.
Proof. We rst prove the impliation from left to right, assuming that for
some a ∈ A a formula in the type tp(a/BC) þ-forks over C. So we have
tp(a/BC) |= ϕ1(x, b1) ∨ . . . ∨ ϕn(x, bn), where eah ϕi(x, bi) strongly divides
over some superset Ci ⊇ C. Now hoosing Bˆ = BC1 . . . Cnb1 . . . bn we an
demonstrate that A′ 6 |⌣
M
C
Bˆ for all A′≡BC A:
For any A′≡BC A there is a
′≡BC a, a
′ ∈ A′, and i suh that |= ϕi(a
′, bi)
holds. Sine ϕi(x, bi) strongly divides over Ci, we have the following: bi 6∈
aclCi, but only nitely many realisations b
′
i |= tp(bi/Ci) an simultaneously
satisfy ϕi(a
′, b′i). Thus bi ∈ (acl(CiA
′) ∩ acl Bˆ) \ aclCi, so A
′ 6 |⌣
M
C
Bˆ.
We will now prove the impliation from right to left in two steps.
First we laim the following: Suppose B = acl(BC). If there is no a ∈ A
s.t. a formula in tp(a/BC) þ-forks over C, then A |⌣
M
C
B.
Suppose A 6 |⌣
M
C
B. Then there is a set C ′ satisfying C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ B suh
that acl(AC ′) ∩ B ) aclC ′. Let b ∈ acl(AC ′) ∩ B \ aclC ′ witness this. Let
a ∈ A, c ∈ C ′ and ϕ(x, y, z) be suh that the formula ϕ(a, y, c) is algebrai
(has at most k realisations, say) and realised by b. Dene ϕ′(x, y, z) as
follows: ϕ(x, y, z)∧∃≤kyϕ(x, y, z). Then |= ϕ
′(a, b, c) also holds. The formula
ϕ′(x, b, c) strongly divides over C ′ sine bc 6∈ aclC ′ (beause b 6∈ aclC ′) and
every onsistent subset of
{
ϕ′(x, b′, c′)
∣∣ b′c′ |= tp(bc/C ′)} has at most k
elements. Sine ϕ′(x, b, c) ∈ tp(a/B) it follows that A 6 |⌣
þ
C
B.
Now we an nish the proof. Suppose there is no a ∈ A suh that a
formula in tp(a/BC) þ-forks over C, and onsider any Bˆ ⊇ B. By [Ons03a,
Lemma 2.1.2(1)℄ (the proof of whih works for innite sets as well as for nite
tuples) there is A′≡BC A suh that when a¯
′
enumerates A′, tp(a¯′/ acl(BˆC))
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does not þ-fork over C. By the laim this implies that A′ |⌣
M
C
acl(BˆC), so
we get A′ |⌣
M
C
Bˆ.
Exerises
Exerise A.3. (strong dividing and þ-forking)
Let us say that a formula ϕ(x, b, d) divides quite strongly over C if the set{
ϕ(x, b′, d)
∣∣ b′ |= tp(b/C)} of formulas up to equivalene is k-inonsistent for some
k < ω. Clearly if a formula strongly divides then it also divides quite strongly,
though the onverse does not hold in general. Show that the onverse does hold
after passing to þ-forking:
If there is a tuple c suh that ϕ(x, b, d) divides quite strongly over Cc, then
ϕ(x, bd) is equivalent to a formula that strongly divides over Ccd. (Hene ϕ(x, bd)
þ-forks over C.)
Notes
The ontent of this setion is original inasmuh as it proves the equivalene of a
new denition of thorn-forking to Alf Onshuus' denition.
It should be noted that there are some ambiguities in [Ons03a, Denition 2.1℄
that I passed over in silene. Exerise A.3 shows that these do not aet the
denition of þ-forking.
A.2 Solutions for exerises
Solution to Exerise 1.5. (relations between axioms, existene and symmetry)
(i) A |⌣C B implies B |⌣C A by symmetry. Applying extension to Aˆ = AC ⊇ A
we get B′ ≡AC B suh that B
′ |⌣C Aˆ, i. e., B
′ |⌣C AC. By invariane also B |⌣C Aˆ.
Hene AC |⌣C B by symmetry.
(ii) Let A0 ⊆ A be any nite subset and note that A0 |⌣C C by loal hara-
ter and base monotoniity. So by nite harater, A |⌣C C holds. Now for any
B we an use extension to nd A′≡C A suh that A
′ |⌣C BC, so A
′ |⌣C B by
monotoniity.
(iii) Suppose A |⌣C B and B ⊆ Bˆ. By existene there is A
′ ≡BC A suh that
A′ |⌣BC Bˆ. By invariane, A
′ |⌣C B. Using Remark 1.3 on the other side, whih
is possible beause of symmetry, we get A′ |⌣C Bˆ.
Solution to Exerise 1.6. (loal harater)
(i) It easily follows from existene that A |⌣AB. Also, A |⌣B B by existene
and invariane. Therefore we an hoose C1 = B and C2 = A.
(ii) By invariane the statement is lear for nite sets A. Given arbitrary sets
A and B, we an nd for every nite subset A0 ⊆ A a subset C0 ⊆ B suh that
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A0 |⌣C0
B and |C0| < κ. Let C be the union of all these sets C0. Then A |⌣C B
by nite harater and base monotoniity, and learly |C| < κ+ |T |+.
Solution to Exerise 1.7. (modularity and distributivity)
(i) It is suient to show: If A, B and C = aclC are s. t. A ∩C = B ∩C = ∅,
then there is A′ ≡C A s. t. A
′ ∩ B = ∅. If this were false, then by ompatness
there would be a ounter-example with A and B nite. Towards a ontradition
let A, B and C = aclC be s. t. A ∩ C = B ∩ C = ∅, A′ ∩ B 6= ∅ for all A′ ≡C A,
B nite and |A| minimal for these properties. Let A∗ ⊆ A be a maximal subset
of A s. t. {A′ | A′ ≡C A and A∗ ⊆ A
′} is innite. By minimality of |A| there is
A′∗ ≡C A∗ s. t. A
′
∗ ∩ B = ∅. We may assume A
′
∗ = A∗, so A∗ ∩ B = ∅. For every
b ∈ B, by maximality of A∗ there are only nitely many A
′ ≡C A s. t. A∗ ∪ b ⊆ A
′
.
Hene there are only nitely many A′ ≡C A s. t. A∗ ⊆ A
′
and A′ ∩ B 6= ∅. Sine
{A′ | A′ ≡C A and A∗ ⊆ A
′} is innite, there is A′ ≡C A s. t. A∗ ⊆ A and
A′ ∩B = ∅, a ontradition.
(ii) Invariane, monotoniity and normality are obvious.
Finite harater: Suppose d ∈ acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) \ aclC. Then d is already
algebrai over a nite tuple a¯c¯ with a¯ ∈ A and c¯ ∈ C, and also over a nite tuple
b¯c¯′ with b¯ ∈ B and c¯′ ∈ C. Hene d ∈ acl(Ca¯) ∩ acl(Cb¯) \ aclC.
Transitivity: Suppose D ⊆ C ⊆ B. If aclB ∩ acl(AC) ⊆ aclC and aclC ∩
acl(AD) ⊆ aclD, then aclB ∩ acl(AD) ⊆ aclC ∩ acl(AD) ⊆ aclD.
Extension: Using Exerise 1.5 (iii) this follows from (i), symmetry and the
other axioms already shown to hold.
Loal harater: Given sets A and B, onstrut sets Ci ⊆ B and Di (i < ω) as
follows: C0 = D0 = ∅. Di+1 = acl(ACi) ∩ aclB. For every d ∈ Di+1 let c¯d ∈ B
be a nite tuple suh that d ∈ acl c¯d. Let Ci+1 be the union over all tuples c¯d.
Let C =
⋃
i<ω Ci. It is easy to see that C ⊆ B and |C| ≤ |T | + |A|. Moreover,
if d ∈ acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC), then already d ∈ acl(ACi) ∩ acl(BC) ⊆ Di+1 for some
i < ω, hene d ∈ aclCi+1 ⊆ aclC.
(iii) Let A and B ⊇ C be algebraially losed sets. First note that B∩acl(AC) ⊇
acl((B ∩ A)C) holds without any further assumptions. Now suppose |⌣
a
satises
the base monotoniity axiom. Then A |⌣
a
A∩B
B implies A |⌣
a
(A∩B)C
B. Hene
B ∩ acl(AC) ⊆ acl((B ∩A)C).
Conversely, suppose the modular law holds, A |⌣
a
C
B and C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ B. Then
aclB ∩ acl(AC ′) ⊆ acl((aclB ∩ aclA)C ′) by modularity and C ′ ⊆ B. Note that
aclB ∩ aclA ⊆ C ⊆ C ′, so aclB ∩ acl(AC ′) ⊆ aclC ′. Hene A |⌣
a
C′
B.
(iv) Let A, B, C be algebraially losed sets. First note that acl((A ∩B)C) ⊆
acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) holds without any further assumptions. Now suppose |⌣
a
is
perfetly trivial. Sine A |⌣A∩B B it follows that A |⌣ (A∩B)C B as well, hene
AC |⌣ (A∩B)C BC (by base monotoniity, whih an be applied on both sides due
to symmetry), hene acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) ⊆ acl((A ∩B)C).
Conversely, suppose the lattie is distributive, A |⌣C B and C
′ ⊇ C. Then
acl(AC ′)∩acl(BC ′) = acl((aclA∩aclB)C ′) ⊆ acl(CC ′) = aclC ′, hene A |⌣C′ B.
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Solution to Exerise 1.8. (onerning Example 1.4)
We write [a, b] for the set of nodes on the path from a to b if this path exists.
Let d(a, b) be the size of [a, b] minus one, or ∞.
A |⌣C B =⇒ AC |⌣C B is trivial.
For A |⌣C B =⇒ aclA |⌣C B suppose A |⌣C B, a ∈ aclA and b ∈ B. Let
a1, a2 ∈ A be s. t. a ∈ [a1, a2]. Suppose [a, b] exists. Let d ∈ [a1, a2] be s. t. d(d, b)
is minimal. Then [a1, b] = [a1, d] ∪ [d, b] and [a2, b] = [a2, d] ∪ [d, b]. Sine [a1, b]
and [a2, b] meet aclC, it follows that [d, b] meets aclC (otherwise d ∈ aclC, a
ontradition). Hene [a, b] = [a, d] ∪ [d, b] also meets aclC.
Invariane, monotoniity, nite harater, base monotoniity, normality and
anti-reexivity are trivial.
Transitivity: Suppose B |⌣C A, C |⌣D A and D ⊆ C ⊆ B. We need to show
that B |⌣D A, i. e., every path from B to A meets aclD. Let b ∈ B, a ∈ A be s. t.
[b, a] exists. Let d ∈ [b, a] ∩ aclC. Then [d, a] ⊆ [b, a], and [d, a] meets aclD by
aclC |⌣D A. Hene [b, a] meets aclD.
Extension: We prove existene instead: Given A,B,C write A as a disjoint
union A = (A∩aclC)∪
⋃
Ai, where eah Ai is the intersetion of A with a onneted
omponent ofM\aclC. Let A′i be s. t. A
′
i ≡aclC Ai, and the onneted omponent
of A′i in aclC avoids B and the other A
′
i. Then A
′ = (A ∩ aclC) ∪
⋃
A′i ≡aclC
A, and A′ |⌣C B. Sine |⌣ is obviously symmetri, extension now follows as in
Exerise 1.5.
Loal harater: For a ∈ A s. t. a path from a to B exists let ca ∈ aclB
be s. t. d(a, ca) is minimal, and let ba, ba′ ∈ B be s. t. ca ∈ [ba, ba′ ]. Then
C = {ca | a ∈ A} ⊆ B, |C| ≤ 2 |A|, and every path from a ∈ A to B meets aclC
in ca.
Solution to Exerise 1.24. (dividing and forking of formulas)
(i) First suppose b¯ ∈ BC, |= ϕ(a¯, b¯), and ϕ(x¯, b¯) divides over C. Let this be
witnessed by (b¯i)i<ω suh that b¯i ≡C b¯ and {ϕ(x¯, b¯i) | i < ω} is k-inonsistent. It
is not hard to see that we may assume that (b¯i)i<ω is C-indisernible, and that
b¯0 = b¯ ∈ BC. Thus (b¯i)i<ω witnesses that a¯ 6 |⌣
d
C
B.
For the onverse, suppose a¯ 6 |⌣
d
C
B. This is witnessed by a sequene (b¯i)i<ω
of C-indisernibles with b¯0 ∈ BC and suh that there is no a¯
′ ≡BC a¯ suh that
(b¯i)i<ω is a¯
′C-indisernible. We may assume that b¯0 enumerates all elements of BC.
(This involves extrating a sequene of indisernibles.) Let p(x¯; y¯) = tp(a¯b¯0/C).
Then
⋃
i<ω p(x¯; b¯i) is inonsistent. (Otherwise the set would still be onsistent
after extending the sequene (b¯i)i<ω. We ould realise it by a¯
∗
, say, and extrat an
a¯∗C-indisernible sequene (b¯∗i )i<ω. The C-automorphism taking (b¯
∗
i )i<ω to (b¯i)i<ω
would take a¯∗ to a¯′ ≡BC a¯ beause a¯
′b¯0 ≡C a¯
∗b¯∗0 ≡C a¯b¯0.)
(ii) We prove only the harder diretion. Suppose a¯ 6 |⌣
f
C
B, so there is Bˆ ⊇
B suh that a¯′ 6 |⌣
d
C
Bˆ for all a¯′ ≡BC a¯. By (i), tp(a¯/BC) ∪ {¬ϕ(x¯, b¯) | b¯ ∈
BˆC; ϕ(x¯, b¯) divides over C} is inonsistent. So there are a formula ψ(x¯, b¯) ∈
tp(a¯/BC) and formulas ϕi(x¯, b¯i), i < k dividing over C with parameters b¯i ∈ BˆC
suh that ψ(x¯, b¯) implies the disjuntion
∨
i<k ϕi(x¯, b¯i).
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(iii) Suppose ϕ(x¯; b¯) does not divide over C. Let (b¯i)i<κ be a Morley sequene
for tp(b¯/C). Then {ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < κ} is onsistent, hene realised by a tuple a¯,
say. If κ is suiently big, we an extrat from (b¯i)i<κ a Ca¯-indisernible sequene
(b¯′i)i<ω. By Proposition 1.12, a¯ |⌣
f
C
b¯′0, hene a¯ |⌣
f
C
b¯. Sine |= ϕ(a¯; b¯) and a¯ |⌣
f
C
b¯,
ϕ(x¯; b¯) does not fork over C.
Solution to Exerise 1.25.(additional properties of |⌣
d
)
(i) Let (a¯i)i<ω be a sequene ofB-indisernibles. For a suiently big ardinal κ
let (a¯i)i<ω be a B-indisernible extension. (This exists by ompatness.) Let b¯0 be
an enumeration of aclB. For every i ∈ κ\{0} let b¯i be suh that a¯0b¯0 ≡B a¯ib¯i. If κ
was hosen big enough we an extrat from the sequene (a¯ib¯i)i<κ a B-indisernible
sequene (a¯′ib¯
′
i)i<ω. Now it is easy to see that we ould have extended the tuples
a¯i in suh a way by tuples b¯i that (a¯ib¯i)i<ω is B-indisernible.
We now show b¯0 = b¯1. Otherwise there is an index j suh that b¯
j
0 6= b¯
j
1. But
then b¯ji 6= b¯
j
i′ for all i 6= i
′
, a ontradition sine all b¯ji satisfy the same algebrai
type over B. Therefore b¯0 = b¯1, hene b¯i = b¯j for all i, j < ω. Now it easily follows
that (a¯i)i<ω is aclB-indisernible.
(ii) Suppose b0 ∈ B\aclC. Then for every κ there is a C-indisernible sequene
(bi)i<ω of distint realisations of tp(b0/B). (Start with a very long sequene of
distint realisations and extrat a sequene of indisernibles from it.) By A |⌣
d
C
B
there is A′ ≡BC A suh that (bi)i<ω is A
′C-indisernible. By (i) the sequene is
also acl(A′C)-indisernible. Hene b0 6∈ acl(A
′C).
(iii) Suppose b¯0 ∈ acl(BC) and (b¯i)i<ω is a sequene of C-indisernibles. First
we note that we may assume that b¯0 atually enumerates all of acl(BC): For
a suiently big ardinal κ we extend the sequene to a sequene (b¯i)i<κ of C-
indisernibles. Let b¯′0 ⊇ b¯0 be a tuple enumerating acl(BC). Then we an nd
for every i ∈ κ \ {0} a tuple b¯′i ⊇ b¯i s. t. b¯
′
i ≡C b¯i. Now extrat a sequene of
C-indisernibles from (b¯′i)i<κ.
Let b¯∗0 ⊆ b¯0 be the subtuple of b¯0 that enumerates BC. Let b¯
∗
i be the tuple or-
responding to b¯∗0 in b¯i. Then there is A
′ ≡BC A suh that (b¯
∗
i ) is A
′C-indisernible.
By ompatness it is possible to extend the sequene to a sequene (b¯i)i<κ that is
C-indisernible and suh that (b¯∗i )i<κ is A
′C-indisernible if b¯∗i is dened as before
for i ≥ ω. If κ is big enough we an extrat a sequene of A′C-indisernibles. Thus
we get a sequene b¯′i of A
′C-indisernibles suh that b¯′0 ≡A′ b¯0 and b¯
′∗
0 ≡A′C b¯
∗
0.
Sine b¯′0 enumerates acl(BC) and b¯
′∗
0 enumerates BC it follows that there is a
permutation of b¯′0 that xes b¯
′∗
0 and suh that b¯
′
0 ≡A′C b¯0. Now we an take an
A′C-automorphism of the big model that maps b¯′0 to b¯0 and xes the permutation
issue. It takes (b¯′i)i<ω to an A
′C-indisernible sequene (b¯′′i )i<ω suh that b¯
′′
0 = b¯0.
(iv) Suppose A |⌣
d
C
B. First note that A |⌣
d
C
acl(BC) by (iii). Now suppose
C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ acl(BC). Sine |⌣
d
satises base monotoniity by Lemma 1.22, we have
A |⌣
d
C′
acl(BC). Hene acl(AC ′) ∩ acl(BC) = aclC by (ii).
Solution to Exerise 1.34. (onerning Example 1.31)
We show that A 6 |⌣C B =⇒ A 6 |⌣
þ
C
B, so suppose A 6 |⌣C B. Then there are
nodes a ∈ A and b ∈ B suh that [a, b] (exists and) avoids aclC. First onsider
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the ase that there is a node c ∈ C in the same onneted omponent as a and b.
Choose c′ ∈ [a, b] s. t. d(c′, c) is minimal. Then c′ ∈ acl(aC) ∩ acl(bC) \ aclC, so
a 6 |⌣
M
C
b and hene A 6 |⌣
þ
C
B. In the seond ase C does not meet the onneted
omponent of a and b. Let d, e be two distint neighbours of b. If, towards a
ontradition, A |⌣
þ
C
B, then also a |⌣
þ
C
b, hene there must be d′e′ ≡bC de suh
that a |⌣
M
C
bd′e′. Sine d′, e′ are distint neighbours of b, one of them, d′ say, is
not in [a, b]. But then b ∈ [a, d′], so b ∈ acl(aCd′) ∩ acl(bCd′) \ acl(Cd′), hene
a 6 |⌣
M
C
bd′, a ontradition. Therefore A 6 |⌣
þ
C
B in both ases.
Solution to Exerise 1.35. (onerning Example 1.32)
Sine aclA = A for all A, the lattie of algebraially losed sets is distributive.
Hene |⌣
a
is a (perfetly trivial) strit independene relation by Exerise 1.7. |⌣
a
is
learly oarser than |⌣
þ
. On the other hand |⌣
þ
is oarser than |⌣
a
by Theorem 1.30.
Therefore |⌣
a = |⌣
þ
. Clearly A |⌣
a
C
B i AC ∩BC = C, i A ∩B ⊆ C.
Solution to Exerise 1.36. (onerning Example 1.33)
For thorn-forking for T we are in the situation of Example 1.32. In T eq we have
acleq(AB) = acleqA ∪ acleqB, so the lattie of algebraially losed sets for T eq is
also distributive and we an argue exatly as in Example 1.32.
Solution to Exerise 1.56. (onerning Example 1.48)
Transitivity: Suppose B |⌣
′
CD
A and C |⌣
′
D
A. Consider the three ases for
C |⌣
′
D
A. If A ⊆ D, then BC |⌣
′
D
A follows trivially. If C ⊆ D, then CD = D, so
BC |⌣
′
D
A also follows trivially. Otherwise D is innite, B |⌣CD A and C |⌣D A,
hene BC |⌣D A, hene BC |⌣
′
D
A. Loal harater: Let κ be suitable for loal
harater of |⌣ . For B and nite A there is C ⊆ B s. t. |C| < κ and A |⌣C B. If B
is nite hoose C ′ = B, otherwise hoose C ′ s. t. C ⊆ C ′ ⊆ B and ℵ0 ≤ |C
′| < κ.
No extension, no existene: Consider the ase of nite C.
Solution to Exerise 2.6. (strong nite harater of |⌣
M
)
Suppose A 6 |⌣
M
C
B. Then there isD suh that C ⊆ D ⊆ acl(BC) and an element
e ∈
(
acl(AD) ∩ acl(BD)
)
\ aclD. Let a¯, b¯ and c¯ be enumerations of A, B and C,
respetively.
Sine e ∈ acl(AD), we an nd a nite tuple d¯ ∈ D and an algebrai formula
α(u, a¯, d¯) suh that |= α(d, a¯, d¯). Then for appropriate k < ω, e satises the formula
α′(u, a¯, d¯) dened as α(u, a¯, d¯) ∧ ∃≤ku
′α(u′, a¯, d¯).
Sine e ∈ acl(BD) = acl(BC), there is an algebrai formula β(u, b¯, c¯) suh that
|= β(e, b¯, c¯). Let e0, . . . , en−1 be all the realisations of β(u, b¯, c¯) that are in aclD.
Let χ(u, d¯∗) be an algebrai formula with parameters in D that is satised at
least by e0, . . . , en−1. We may assume that d¯ = d¯
∗
. Note that every element e′ that
satises β(u, b¯, c¯), either satises χ(u, d¯) or is not algebrai over Cd¯ at all.
Let δ(v¯, b¯, c¯) be an isolating formula in the algebrai type tp(d¯/B ∪ C). Note
that for any d¯′ satisfying δ(v¯, b¯, c¯), every element e′ that satises β(u, b¯, c¯) either
satises χ(u, d¯′) or is not algebrai over Cd¯′ at all.
Let ϕ(x¯, b¯, c¯) be the formula dened as
∃u∃v¯
(
δ(v¯, b¯, c¯) ∧ α′(u, x¯, v¯) ∧ β(u, b¯, c¯) ∧ ¬χ(u, v¯)
)
.
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ϕ(x¯, b¯, c¯) has the property desired:
First note that e and d¯ witness that |= ϕ(a¯, b¯, c¯) holds. On the other hand,
suppose |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯) holds and let e′ and d¯′ witness this, i.e.,
|= δ(d¯′, b¯, c¯) ∧ α′(e′, a¯′, d¯′) ∧ β(e′, b¯, c¯) ∧ ¬χ(e′, d¯′).
Let D′ = Cd¯′. From δ(d¯′, b¯, c¯) we get C ⊆ D′ ⊆ acl(BC). From |= α′(e′, a¯′, d¯′)
we get e′ ∈ acl(a¯′d¯′) ⊆ acl(D′a¯′). From |= β(e′, b¯, c¯)∧¬χ(e′, d¯′) we get e′ ∈ acl(BC)
and e′ 6∈ acl(Cd¯′) = aclD′. Hene e′ witnesses acl(D′a¯) ∩ acl(BD′) ) aclD′.
Solution to Exerise 2.7. (Figure 2.1)
We need to prove that the relations dened in Examples 1.47, 1.48, 1.50 and 1.55
satisfy strong nite harater. For Example 1.47 this is trivial. In Examples 1.50
and 1.55 we are dealing with |⌣
M
, so we an just use Exerise 2.6.
Example 1.48: We an hoose for |⌣ a strit independene relation satisfying
strong nite harater. For innite C we have A |⌣
′
C
B ⇐⇒ A |⌣C B, so we
an just use strong nite harater of |⌣ . For nite C, suppose A 6 |⌣
′
C
B. Choose
a ∈ A \C, b ∈ B \C, and let c¯ be an enumeration of C. Let ϕ(a¯, b¯, c¯) express that
neither a nor b is among the elements of the tuple c¯.
Solution to Exerise 2.8. (alternative denition for strong nite harater)
For one diretion, suppose |⌣ satises extension, and for any sequene of vari-
ables x¯ and any sets B and C, the set
{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ a¯ 6 |⌣C B
}
is an open subset
of Sx¯(BC). We will show that |⌣ satises strong nite harater. So suppose
A 6 |⌣C B. Let a¯ be an enumeration of A. The basi open sets of Sx¯(BC) are those
of the form
{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ |= ϕ(x¯, b¯, c¯)}, where ϕ(x¯, y¯, z¯) is a formula without pa-
rameters and b¯ ∈ B and c¯ ∈ C are nite tuples. Let ϕ(x¯, y¯, z¯) and b¯ ∈ B, c¯ ∈ C
be suh that tp(a¯/BC) ∈
{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ |= ϕ(a¯, b¯, c¯)} ⊆ { tp(a¯/BC) ∣∣ a¯ 6 |⌣C B
}
.
Then learly |= ϕ(a¯, b¯, c¯) and a¯′ 6 |⌣C B for all a¯
′
satisfying |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯). By exten-
sion, a¯′ 6 |⌣C b¯ for all a¯
′
satisfying |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯). Sine only nitely many variables
from x¯ really our in ϕ(x¯, y¯, z¯), we may replae x¯ by a nite subtuple x¯0 and a¯
by a nite subtuple a¯0.
Conversely, suppose |⌣ satises monotoniity and strong nite harater. We
will show that for any sequene of variables x¯ and any sets B and C, the set{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ a¯ 6 |⌣C B
}
is an open subset of Sx¯(BC). So suppose tp(a¯/BC) ∈{
tp(a¯/BC)
∣∣ a¯ 6 |⌣C B
}
. Let A be the set of elements of a¯. By monotoniity and
strong nite harater there are tuples e¯ ∈ A, b¯ ∈ B, c¯ ∈ C and a formula ϕ(u¯, y¯, z¯)
without parameters suh that |= ϕ(e¯, b¯, c¯), and e¯′ 6 |⌣C B for all e¯
′
satisfying |=
ϕ(e¯′, b¯, c¯). We an write e¯ = (ai0 , ai1 , . . . , aik−1). Let ψ(x¯) ≡ ϕ(xi0 , xi1 , . . . , xik−1).
Then |= ψ(a¯, b¯, c¯), and a¯′ 6 |⌣C B for all a¯
′
suh that |= ψ(a¯′, b¯, c¯). So tp(a¯/BC) ∈{
tp(a¯′/BC)
∣∣ |= ϕ(a¯′, b¯, c¯)} ⊆ { tp(a¯′/BC) ∣∣ a¯′ 6 |⌣C B
}
.
Solution to Exerise 2.17. (∆-forking)
First suppose tp(a¯/BC) ∆-forks over C for some ∆ ⊆ Ω. Then tp(a¯/BC) im-
plies some disjuntion
∨
i<n ϕ
i(x¯; b¯i), where eah of the formulas ϕ(x¯; b¯i) (ϕi, ψi)-
divides over C and (ϕi, ψi) ∈ ∆ ⊆ Ξ. (Note that we admit b¯i 6∈ BC.) Let
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Bˆ = BCb¯<n. Then every a¯′ ≡BC a¯ realises tp(a¯/BC), so |=
∨
i<n ϕ
i(a¯′; b¯i), and so
a¯′ 6 |⌣
Ω
C
b¯i for some i < n. Hene a¯′ 6 |⌣
Ω
C
Bˆ. Therefore a¯ 6 |⌣
Ω∗
C
Bˆ.
Conversely, suppose tp(a¯/BC) does not ∆-fork over C for any nite ∆ ⊆ Ω.
Then for any Bˆ ⊇ B the partial type
tp(a¯/BC) ∪
{
¬ϕ(x¯; b¯)
∣∣ b¯ ∈ Bˆ, (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Ω↾x¯, ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ,ψ)-divides over C}
is onsistent. Let a¯′ realise this type. Then learly a¯′ ≡BC a¯ and a¯
′ |⌣
Ω
C
Bˆ.
Solution to Exerise 2.18. (more on dividing and forking of formulas)
(i) First suppose ϕ(x¯; b¯) divides over C, so there is a number k < ω and a
sequene (b¯i)i<ω suh that b¯i ≡C b¯ and {ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < ω} is k-inonsistent. Con-
sider the formula ψ(x¯<k) ≡ ¬∃x¯
∧
i<k ϕ(x¯; y¯i), whih is learly a k-inonsisteny
witness for ϕ(x¯; y¯). Now eah b¯i realises tp(b¯/C), and ψ(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1) holds for all
i0 < . . . < ik−1 < ω by k-inonsisteny. Therefore ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ,ψ)-divides over C.
Conversely, suppose that ϕ(x¯; b¯) (ϕ,ψ)-divides over C, where ψ(y¯i<k) is any inon-
sisteny witness for ϕ(x¯; y¯). Then there is a sequene (b¯i)i<ω suh that b¯i ≡C B for
all i < ω and ψ(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1) holds for all i0 < . . . < ik−1 < ω. Sine ψ(y¯i<k) is
an inonsisteny witness for ϕ(x¯; y¯) this implies that
∧
i<k ϕ(x¯; y¯i) is inonsistent
for all i0 < . . . < ik−1 < ω. In other words: {ϕ(x¯; b¯i) | i < ω} is k-inonsistent.
Therefore ϕ(x¯; b¯) divides over C.
(ii) ϕ(x¯; b¯) forks over C i ϕ(x¯; b¯) implies a nite disjuntion
∨
i<n ϕ
i(x¯; y¯i) of
formulas ϕi(x¯; y¯i) eah of whih divides over C, or, whih is equivalent by Exer-
ise 2.18, eah of whih (ϕi, ψi)-divides over C for some inonsisteny witness ψi
for ϕi.
Solution to Exerise 2.19. (onerning Example 2.13)
We prove that A 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B i the ondition |(A ∩B) \ C| ≥ 2 holds. A 6 |⌣
Ω
C
B i
there are a, a′ ∈ A and b, b′ ∈ B s. t. |= ϕ(aa′, bb′) and a sequene (bib
′
i)i<ω s. t.
bib
′
i ≡C bb
′
and |= ψ(bib
′
i, bjb
′
j) for all i < j < ω. This is the ase i there are
a, a′ ∈ A ∩ BC s. t. a 6= a′ and a sequene (bib
′
i)i<ω s. t. bi 6= bj , bj 6= b
′
j and
bib
′
i ≡C aa
′
for all i < j < ω. This is equivalent to existene of a, a′ ∈ A ∩BC s. t.
a 6= a′, a 6∈ C and a′ 6∈ C. But that just means |(A ∩BC) \ C| ≥ 2.
Solution to Exerise 2.22. (tree property)
First note that given any formula ϕ(x¯; y¯) and k < ω, the formula ψ(y¯<k) ≡
¬∃x¯
∧
i<k ϕ(x¯; y¯i) is the most general k-inonsisteny witness for ϕ in the sense
that whenever ψ′(y¯<k) is a k-inonsisteny witness for ϕ and (b¯i)i<ω is a sequene
suh that we have |= ϕ′(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1) for all i0 < · · · < ik−1 < ω, then also
|= ϕ(b¯i0 , . . . , b¯ik−1) for all i0 < · · · < ik−1 < ω. Now note that Dϕ,ψ(∅) = ∞
i the unique element ξ ∈ {(ϕ,ψ)}ω is a dividing pattern, i the type divpatξ∅ is
onsistent. But the tree desribed in the exerise is just a partial realisation of
divpatξ
∅
.
Solution to Exerise 2.30. (symmetry of |⌣
Ω
)
Symmetry of |⌣
Ω
implies ondition (5) of Theorem 2.29, so |⌣
Ω∗
is an indepen-
dene relation. Conerning |⌣
Ω
, it now follows that |⌣
Ω
satises existene. Using
this we an show that |⌣
Ω
satises extension (and hene |⌣
Ω = |⌣
Ω∗
, and therefore |⌣
Ω
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is also an independene relation): Suppose A |⌣
Ω
C
B and Bˆ ⊇ B. Let Bˆ′ ≡BC Bˆ
be suh that Bˆ′ |⌣
Ω
BC
A. Sine B |⌣
Ω
C
A we an apply transitivity, to get Bˆ′ |⌣
Ω
C
A
and hene A |⌣
Ω
C
Bˆ′.
Solution to Exerise 2.41. (M-symmetry)
(i) Note that acl(AC)∩B ⊇ acl(C(A∩B)) always holds for C ⊆ B. Now rst
suppose M(A,B) holds and C is a set s. t. A ∩ B ⊆ C ⊆ B. Then acl(AC) ∩
acl(BC) = acl(A aclC) ∩ aclB = acl(aclC(A ∩ B)) = aclC. Conversely, suppose
A |⌣
M
A∩B
B and C ⊆ B. Let C ′ = C(A ∩ B). Then acl(AC) ∩ B = acl(AC ′) ∩
(BC ′) = aclC ′ = acl(C(A ∩B)).
(ii) This follows from (i) sine A |⌣
M
C
B holds i acl(AC) |⌣
M
C
acl(BC), i
acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) = aclC and M(acl(AC), acl(BC)).
Solution to Exerise 3.5. (independene in a redut)
(i) Let a¯ enumerate A. Let (a¯i)i<ω be a |⌣ -Morley sequene for tp(a¯/BC).
Note that acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = aclC = C (for k < ω) by anti-reexivity
of |⌣ . Sine C ⊆ acl
′(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl
′(Ca¯≥k) ⊆ acl(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl(Ca¯≥k) = C we have
acl′(Ca¯<k) ∩ acl
′(Ca¯≥k) = C. Applying Lemma 3.2 we get a¯ |⌣
′
C
B. (acl′ denotes
algebrai losure omputed in T ′.)
(ii) |⌣
f
is a strit independene relation for T eq and for T ′eq. By elimination of
hyperimaginaries and Corollary 3.4 |⌣
f
is in fat a anonial independene relation
for T ′eq. Therefore we an apply (i).
Solution to Exerise 3.21. (weak anonial bases)
(i) For C ⊆ aclB, enumerated as c¯, say, there is c¯′ suh that a¯c¯ ≡B a¯
′c¯′. Sine
c¯ ≡C c¯
′
, c¯′ also enumerates C. Hene a¯ |⌣C B ⇐⇒ a¯
′ |⌣C B by invariane. Both
wcb(a¯/ aclB) and wcb(a¯′/ aclB) are dened as the smallest suh C, so they agree.
(ii) The smallest algebraially losed set C ⊆ aclB satisfying a¯′ |⌣C B learly
satises a¯ |⌣C B, so wcb(a¯/B) ⊆ C.
(iii) (3) implies (2) beause wcb(a¯/C) ⊆ aclC.
(2) implies (1): By a¯ |⌣wcb(a¯/BC) acl(BC), wcb(a¯/BC) ⊆ aclC ⊆ acl(BC) and
base monotoniity we have a¯ |⌣ aclC acl(BC), hene a¯ |⌣C B.
(1) implies (3): Suppose a¯ |⌣C B. For algebraially losed D ⊆ acl(BC) we have
the equivalene a¯ |⌣D BC ⇐⇒ a¯ |⌣D C.
Solution to Exerise 3.29. (1-based theories)
(i) Reall from Exerise 1.7 that the lattie is modular i |⌣
a
is an independene
relation. Now suppose T is 1-based. Then A |⌣
a
C
B implies acl(AC) ∩ acl(BC) =
aclC, so A |⌣
f
C
B. Sine |⌣
f
is a strit independene relation, A |⌣
f
C
B also implies
A |⌣
a
C
B, so |⌣
a = |⌣
f
is an independene relation. Conversely, suppose |⌣
a
is an
independene relation. Sine |⌣
a
is strit and |⌣
f
is the oarsest strit independene
relation beause it is anonial, A |⌣
a
aclA∩aclB
implies A |⌣
f
aclA∩aclB
, so T is 1-
based.
(ii) If T is 1-based and perfetly trivial, then |⌣
a = |⌣
f
, so the lattie is dis-
tributive by Exerise 1.7. Conversely, if the lattie is distributive, then it is also
modular, hene T is 1-based and |⌣
a = |⌣
f
. And |⌣
a
is perfetly trivial, again by
Exerise 1.7.
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Solution to Exerise A.3. (strong dividing and þ-forking)
Suppose ϕ(x, b, d) divides quite strongly over Cc. Consider the denable equiv-
alene relation ǫ(yu, y′u′) ≡ ∀x(ϕ(x, y, u)↔ ϕ(x, y′, u′)) and the formula ψ(x, v) ≡
∃y∃u(v = (yu/ǫ)∧ϕ(x, y, u)). Then ϕ(x, bd) is equivalent to ψ(x, e) where e = bd/ǫ.
It is suient to show that ψ(x, e) strongly divides over Ccd.
By assumption the set
{
ϕ(x, b′, d)
∣∣ b′ |= tp(b/Cc)} of formulas up to equiv-
alene is k-inonsistent for some k. Hene the same is true for the smaller set{
ϕ(x, b′, d)
∣∣ b′ |= tp(b/Ccd)} of formulas up to equivalene whih we an also write
as
{
ϕ(x, b′d′)
∣∣ b′d′ |= tp(bd/Ccd)}. Hene the set {ψ(x, e′) ∣∣ e′ |= tp(e/Ccd)} of
formulas up to equivalene is also k-inonsistent. But for this last set the qualia-
tion `up to equivalene' is unneessary beause every e′ is a anonial parameter.
Therefore ψ(x, e) strongly divides over Ccd.
A.3 Open questions
Question A.1. If |⌣
f
satises existene, does it follow that |⌣
f = |⌣
d
?
Question A.2. If |⌣
f = |⌣
d
, does it follow that |⌣
þ = |⌣
M
?
Question A.3. Does every independene relation have strong nite hara-
ter?
Question A.4. Is every independene relation of the form |⌣
Ω∗
?
I would have liked to provide ounterexamples for these four questions,
but I did not nd any.
Question A.5. Is there a theory with more than one strit independene
relation on T eq?
It would be a good thing if not: Given any simple theory, Shelah-forking
independene |⌣
f
is a strit independene relation on T eq. It follows from
Theorem 1.30 that thorn-forking independene is also a strit independene
relation on T eq. If |⌣
f
and |⌣
þ
agree, then we are very lose to elimination of
hyperimaginaries.
Question A.6. Is every rosy theory the redut of a theory with elimination
of hyperimaginaries and suh that |⌣
M
is symmetri?
This is perhaps not important, but it is the seond half of a question I have
been asking myself privately for years. The rst half (`Does symmetry of |⌣
M
imply that |⌣
M
is an independene relation?') was answered by Theorem 2.39.
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Question A.7. Does `hyperimaginary thorn-forking' make sense? In other
words: How muh of Setion 1.5 an be arried out for T heq with bounded
losure bdd instead of algebrai losure acl?
In a simple theory, Shelah-forking an be extended to and has anonial
bases in T heq. Therefore Shelah-forking agrees with hyperimaginary thorn-
forking in this ase. This suggests that perhaps hyperimaginary thorn-forking
is a more natural notion than thorn-forking. On the other hand it is not
the right notion of independene in o-minimal theories. If hyperimaginary
thorn-forking does not make sense in general, then this might be onsidered
a heuristi argument for elimination of hyperimaginaries (at least in a weak
sense) in all simple theories. I think Clifton Ealy may have some partial
results.
Question A.8. For T heq dene A |⌣
b
C
B ⇐⇒ bdd(AC) ∩ bdd(BC) =
bddC. Does |⌣
b
always satisfy existene (at least over suiently saturated
models)? Suppose T is suh that |⌣
b
satises existene and base monotoniity.
Does it follow that |⌣
b
satises nite harater?
The previous question may be too hard. This is a simpler test question.
An o-minimal theory without weak anonial bases
Up to a very late draft of this thesis I asked if |⌣
þ
is anonial for T eq for
every o-minimal theory. All o-minimal theories are rosy, and I did not even
know a rosy theory suh that |⌣
þ
is not anonial for T eq. I am grateful to
Anand Pillay for direting me to [LP93℄, whih ontains a ounterexample
(Example 4.5) that I present here in a slightly untangled form.
We will onstrut two o-minimal theories T and T ′ with elimination of
imaginaries suh that T ′ is a redut of T , |⌣
þ
is a anonial independene
relation for T , but |⌣
þ
for T ′ does not satisfy the intersetion property. T
will be interpretable in the theory of (R; +, <).
Let R< and R> be two opies of the set R of real numbers. Consider the
following struture R: The domain of R onsists of the disjoint union of R<,
R> and a new point ∗. There are onstants for the two points −1 and 1 in
R< as well as for the points −1 and 1 in R> and the point ∗. The struture
has a linear order < extending the usual order on R< and R> and suh that
R< < ∗ < R>. There is also a partial binary funtion + that is dened on
pairs from R< and on pairs from R> and is interpreted as addition in R< or
R>, respetively. Finally, there is a partial funtion f dened on R<: the
obvious order-preserving isomorphism R< → R>. (The only purpose of the
point ∗ is to make the denable sets R< and R> denable open intervals.
Otherwise R would not be o-minimal.)
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Let T be the theory of R. Sine T is essentially just the theory of R as an
ordered group, it is straightforward to hek that T is o-minimal and that T
has elimination of imaginaries and a modular lattie of algebraially losed
sets. Hene |⌣
þ
is a anonial independene relation for T eq.
Now onsider T ′, the theory of the following variant R′ of R: Instead of
f we have a partial funtion f ′ whih is the restrition of f to the interval
(−1, 1) of R<. Everything else is as in the denition of R. Note that T
′
is
essentially a redut of T .
Let R be a big elementary extension of R and R
′
its `redut' to the
signature of T ′. Let R< = {a ∈ R | a < ∗} ⊇ R< and R> = {a ∈ R | a >
∗} ⊇ R>. The (algebrai) losure of a set A inR
′
turns out to be the smallest
set C ⊇ A ontaining the ve onstants and suh that C ∩ R< and C ∩ R>
are divisible subgroups of R< or R>, respetively, and whih is losed under
f ′ and f ′−1. Sine every losed subset of a model of T ′ is an elementary
submodel, T ′ has elimination of imaginaries by [Pil86, Proposition 3.2℄.
Yet |⌣
þ
for T ′ does not have the intersetion property: Choose an element
a suh that R< < a < ∗, and let b = f(a). Note that dim(ab) = 1 when
evaluated in T , but dim(ab) = 2 when evaluated in T ′. Choose ǫ1, ǫ2 in the
interval (−1, 1) ofR< suh that dim(ǫ1ǫ2) = 2, and set ai = a+ǫi, bi = f(ai).
From now on all alulations will be in T ′. Now b = b1 − f
′(a1 − a) ∈
cl(a1b1a) where cl is (algebrai) losure in T
′
, and it is only a matter of linear
algebra to hek that we have b 6∈ cl(a1b1a2b2).
Hene dim(ab/a1b1a2b2) = dim(ab/a1b1) = dim(ab/a2b2) = 1, and there-
fore ab |⌣
þ
a1b1
a1b1a2b2 and also ab |⌣
þ
a2b2
a1b1a2b2. Yet cl(a1b1) ∩ cl(a2b2) =
cl ∅, and ab 6 |⌣
þ
∅
a1b1a2b2 beause b ∈ cl(a1b1a) and b 6∈ cl(a). Therefore
ab 6 |⌣
þ
cl(a1b1)∩cl(a2,b2)
a1b1a2b2 witnesses that the intersetion property fails for
tp(ab/ cl(a1b1a2b2)).
Thus T ′ is in fat an o-minimal theory for whih |⌣
þ
is not a anonial
independene relation, and T ′ is the redut of another o-minimal theory for
whih |⌣
þ
is anonial. Therefore |⌣
þ
for T eq need not be anonial for rosy
theories, in fat not even for o-minimal theories; and having a anonial
independene relation is not preserved under reduts.
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